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INTRODUCTION

Autonomy, Growth, and Psychopathology

Autonomy, defined as self-regulation and integration in

acting, is central to healthy psychological development

and functioning. Classic organismic and dynamic theo-

ries have long considered the movement toward greater

autonomy and integration to be a hallmark of optimal

development (e.g., Hartmann, 1947/1964; Jahoda, 1958;

Loevinger, 1976; Piaget, 1971; Werner, 1948), a focus that

continues in developmental psychologies today (see Sokol,

Grouzet, & Muller, 2013). Because of the importance of

children developing capacities for autonomy and inte-

grated behavioral regulation, support for autonomy is

recognized as a central aspect of optimal parenting by

many theorists (e.g., Bretherton, 1987; Grolnick, 2002;

Grusec & Goodnow, 1994; Hmel & Pincus, 2002).

Issues of autonomy and integration are in fact fre-

quently implicated in the development of psychopathology

(Ryan, Deci, Grolnick, & La Guardia, 2006). Historically,

clinical literatures have highlighted that many forms of

behavioral and mental disorders are characterized by

autonomy disturbances (e.g., Shapiro, 1981; Winnicott,

1965). Inmany disorders, people’s behaviors, emotions, and

thoughts are experienced as pressured, compelled, or con-

trolled, or alternatively uncontrollable (Ryan et al., 2006).

For example, people can feel unable to regulate specific

behaviors (e.g., some addictive and impulsive disorders).

In other pathologies there is highly controlled, intentional

behavior (e.g., restrictive eating, obsessive rituals) that is

not well integrated or reflectively self-endorsed, whereas

in other forms of psychopathology, usually involving

considerable trauma at the hands of others, behaviors are

enacted without being intentionally mediated by the self

(e.g., dissociative disorders). In still others the motivation
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for pursuing intentions and goals is absent or depleted

(e.g., some forms of depression). In short, compromised

autonomy is entailed in a wide range of pathologies, from

those involving a lack of behavior regulation to those

that entail rigidly enforced self-controls and compulsive

behaviors. Corresponding to this, caregivers’ obstruction

of children’s autonomy in conjunction with genetic vulner-

abilities has been shown to foster a broad range of negative

effects on development and is thought to contribute to

the onset of varied disorders (e.g., Bruch, 1973; Depue &

Lenzenweger, 2001; Ryan, 2005).

Given the role played by autonomy (or its absence)

in both optimal development and developmental psy-

chopathology, it is not surprising that autonomy support

is emerging as an important, indeed critical, element in

successful treatments for psychopathology (e.g., Mansour

et al., 2012; Zuroff et al., 2007). In fact, most current behav-

ioral and psychological intervention approaches attempt

to support autonomy, albeit through different means, and

with more or less explicit foci (Ryan, Lynch, Vansteenkiste,

& Deci, 2011). In some treatment approaches, support for

autonomy is seen as important in its own right for building

essential inner resources that can buffer vulnerabilities and

enhance adjustment (e.g., Ryan & Deci, 2008). Yet even

when capacities for autonomy are not a focus, enhancing

autonomous motivation for treatment enhances clinical

success and engagement in behavior change over time

(e.g., see Ng et al., 2012; Savard, Joussemet, Pelletier, &

Mageau, 2013; Zuroff, Koestner, & Moskowitz, 2012).

Recognition of the importance of autonomy for healthy

development and wellness has contributed to a fast-rising

number of empirical studies on the topic of autonomy and

its developmental dynamics. New research is coordinating

phenomenological, functional, and mechanistic view-

points in understanding autonomy and what influences it.

Salient within this research is the power of social contexts

(e.g., parents, teachers, coaches, peers) to facilitate the

development and expression of autonomy and capacities

for self-regulation in children. Salient as well is how the

thwarting of autonomy, through either excessive control,

conditional regard, or lack of empathy, disrupts develop-

ment, and especially in vulnerable individuals, leads to

dysregualtion and ill-being. Indeed, autonomy thwarting

plays an important etiological role in many forms of

psychopathology.

In this chapter we review the growing body of research

on autonomy and autonomy disturbances primarily

through the lens of Self-determination theory (SDT; Deci

& Ryan 2000; Vansteenkiste, Niemiec, & Soenens, 2010).

SDT is an empirically grounded theory informed by

philosophical, clinical, and cross-cultural analyses of

autonomy. SDT argues that among the predominant fac-

tors that foster resilience in development are opportunities

to satisfy people’s basic psychological needs, namely those

for autonomy, competence, and relatedness (Ryan, 1995).

Briefly, the need for autonomy refers to the necessity

of experiencing a sense of volition; competence refers to

the experience of effectiveness; and relatedness refers to the

experience of warmth and reciprocal care. Support for the

satisfaction of these needs is said to promote growth and

well-being. Indeed, when social conditions support these

psychological need satisfactions, individuals develop inner

resources that allow them to better cope with adversity

and flourish in their adult development. Interestingly, even

individuals who do not explicitly value or desire these need

satisfactions benefit from their fulfillment (Chen et al., in

press). In contrast, the thwarting and frustration of these

basic psychological needs is conducive to maladjustment

and psychopathology (Ryan&Deci, 2000; Vansteenkiste &

Ryan, 2013).

As an organismic theory, the principles informing SDT

are fully consistent with a developmental psychopathology

perspective (e.g., Cicchetti, 2006; Cicchetti & Toth, 2009).

In particular, SDT focuses on nonclinical, subclinical, and

clinical populations, connecting the conditions conducive

to optimal psychological development with depriving and

thwarting conditions that redirect developmental energies

into self-protection, defense, and maladaptive coping.

SDT sees the pervasive experience of having basic psy-

chological needs frustrated during development as setting

the stage for later difficulties and deficits in one’s capacity

for self-regulation of action and experience, often through

cascading negative effects (Vansteenkiste & Ryan, 2013).

In short, SDT suggests that the very same mechanisms,

namely the satisfaction and frustration of people’s basic

psychological needs, accounts for substantial variance

both in situational motivation and wellness and in devel-

opmental trajectories in self-regulation, well-being, and

psychopathology.

In addition, and again in line with both develop-

mental psychopathology (Cicchetti & Toth, 20009) and

organismic perspectives more generally, SDT sees mul-

tiple pathways to both health and illness. By identifying

the resources associated with integrative tendencies and

psychological resilience, SDT allows for considerable flex-

ibility and equifinality in development (Ryan, 1993), and

conversely identifies many pathways of harm leading to

diverse outcomes. Conditions affecting basic psychological

need satisfaction versus frustration range from biologic

to cultural, and the consequences of need supports are

manifest at every level of analysis, from physiological to

phenomenological. SDT additionally seeks to coordinate
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these varied levels of analysis within its empirically driven

framework, an aspiration that also characterizes the field

of developmental psychopathology (e.g., Cicchetti, 2006;

Cicchetti & Toth, 2009).

Chapter Overview

This chapter consists of three major sections. First we

define autonomy as it is classically understood and cur-

rently applied within the SDT perspective. In doing so,

we not only specify what autonomy entails, but also

distinguish it, both theoretically and operationally, from

other developmental constructs with which autonomy is

often confounded. These include the constructs of indepen-

dence (Silk, Morris, Kanaya, & Steinberg, 2003; Smetana,

Campione-Barr, & Dadis, 2004); individualism (e.g.,

Iyenger & Devoe, 2003); individuation (e.g., Blos, 1979);

and emotional autonomy (e.g., Steinberg & Silverberg,

1986). Next, we elaborate on the type of social environ-

ments that are conducive to autonomous regulation via

the satisfaction of individuals’ psychological needs and

those that have been found to obstruct and undermine

autonomous regulation by eliciting need frustration.

Then we discuss the different healthy manifestations

of autonomy, thereby reviewing in greater detail its devel-

opmental origins. Using research from both SDT and

attachment theory, we begin by highlighting that secure

attachments in childhood are developed through auton-

omy supportive and involved caregivers, who not only hold

and protect (i.e., provide security) but also stimulate the

budding initiative and self-expression of the infant (i.e.,

support autonomy), setting the stage for developing further

capacities for mature self-regulation (e.g., Miklikowska,

Duriez, & Soenens, 2011; Whipple, Bernier, & Mageau,

2009). Apart from being conducive to secure attachments,

autonomy supportive relationships support the integra-

tive functions of the self that allow for greater internal

psychological coherence and more effective behavioral

regulation. Exemplifying this, we then turn to evidence

concerning how autonomy supportive contexts facilitate

developmentally relevant integrative processes including:

(1) intrinsic motivation; (2) internalization and integration

of social regulations; (3) the development of emotion regu-

lation; and (4) the formation of identity. We pay particular

attention to how socializers, especially parents, either facil-

itate or thwart the developing child’s autonomy, thereby

supporting or hindering the individual’s inner resources for

successfully negotiating each of these developmental lines.

These reviews of autonomy in psychological devel-

opment, and of parental nurturance versus thwarting

of autonomy, provide the foundation for examining

autonomy disturbances in varied types and presentations

of psychopathology. The next section focuses on psy-

chopathology is twofold: we consider autonomy depriving

and thwarting environments as an etiological factor in

psychopathology; and we highlight how autonomy frus-

trations are often a symptomatic factor in various disorders

and sometimes a by-product of other cascading effects.

Moreover, we identify three general types of psychopathol-

ogy in which autonomy is differently implicated. These

are internally controlling disorders, in which there is exces-

sive self-control or internal compulsion; impairments of

internalization, reflecting both impoverished development

of self-regulation capacities or lack of value for social

regulations; and finally fragmented self-functioning, which

we relate to chronic or traumatic need thwarting. We

conclude this section by considering implications not

only for clinical interventions, but also for the design of

social institutions such as schools and workplaces that can

support persons vulnerable to psychopathology. Finally,

we provide a summarizing overview and discuss a number

of critical future research directions.

AUTONOMOUS REGULATION

AND FACILITATIVE ENVIRONMENTS

Autonomous Regulation of Behavior

Before proceeding to the intricacies of autonomy in

development we begin with some basic definitions and

distinctions. The term autonomy is derived from the Greek

words autos (self) and nomos (rule). Autonomous actions

are thus those that are self-ruled or governed by the self.

The opposite of autonomy is heteronomy, when one’s

behavior is regulated or ruled by forces experienced as

heteron or alien to one’s sense of self.

Phenomenological analyses suggest that, when peo-

ple act autonomously, they feel a sense of ownership of

their actions (Pfander, 1967/1908). When autonomous,

people are willingly engaged in activities. Accordingly,

their actions are characterized by an internal perceived

locus of causality (de Charms, 1968; Ryan & Connell,

1989). This quality of self-endorsement indicates that

autonomous actions are informed by, and reflective of,

individuals’ abiding preferences and values and are con-

gruent rather than discordant with their sense of self (Ryan

Legate, Niemiec, & Deci, 2012; Shapiro, 1981; Weinstein,

Prybylski, & Ryan, 2013). In contrast, when behaviors

are heteronomous they are experienced as controlled. The

actor experiences a sense of external or internal control,

compulsion, or pressure to enact the behavior (Deci &

Ryan, 2000). In attribution terms, people have an external
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perceived locus of causality with respect to controlled

behaviors. Interestingly, the functional effects of autonomy

can be detected from early development and a sense of

initiative and ownership of action is apparent from early

infancy (Stern, 1985).

Although the concept of autonomy refers to integrated

regulation by the self, autonomy is nonetheless a relative

concept insofar as actions vary in their degree of auton-

omy. Autonomous functioning reflects the extent to which

ongoing behaviors, thoughts, and feelings match with

one’s interests and values. Since most actions are both

multiply motivated and more or less congruent, autonomy

is inevitably a dimensional concept, and differentially

associated with different types of motives. It is therefore

basic to our view that autonomy is a quality of behavioral

regulation, which is characterized by and requires an open

processing of possibilities such that ongoing behaviors

and underlying experiences are maximally integrated and

volitional. This quality of behavioral regulation is relevant

across the life span, even as the contents and focus of

activities and values change with development.

Phenomenological analysis also points to the relation-

ship between autonomy and integration in functioning.

When autonomous, people are wholeheartedly behind

their actions, and this is reflected in the coherence and

lack of internal conflict involved in those actions. Yet to

varying degrees behavioral regulations can represent com-

partmentalized or defended motives, or can be enacted

because of external or internal pressures without reflective

ascent or full endorsement. Thus the experience of auton-

omy is directly related to the relative integration of one’s

motivations and valuing (Ryan & Deci, 2008).

Although SDT’s definition and understanding of auton-

omy is relatively unique within empirical psychology, it

is strongly informed by philosophical treatments of the

topic (e.g., Dworkin, 1968; Friedman, 2003). It can also be

related to psychodynamic (e.g., Schafer, 1968; Loevinger,

1976; Shapiro, 1981) and humanistic (e.g., Rogers, 1963)

traditions that have considered autonomy and integration

to be highly important. Whether addressed in terms of

self-endorsement, congruence, self-actualization, authen-

ticity, will, or operating from the true self (see Ryan et al.,

2006) many of these prior thinkers were addressing a

shared idea, which is termed autonomy within SDT.

In addition, both the underlying sensibilities (e.g., recog-

nition of values or interests in acting) and abilities (e.g.,

reflective capacities, goal selection, self-regulation skills)

entailed in autonomy must develop, and accordingly there

are individual differences in autonomous functioning (Deci

& Ryan, 1985a; Weinstein, Przybylski, & Ryan, 2012).

Yet autonomy is also situational, in part because social

contexts differ in the extent to which they are autonomy

supportive, controlling, or amotivating. This is true at

all levels of development as parents, teachers, coaches,

managers, and spouses for example, can all facilitate or

stifle autonomy in an individual, with significant mental

health consequences. Yet whether due to dispositional

or proximal supports, people evidence fuller functioning

and more positive behavioral and psychological outcomes

when more autonomous, including more sustained persis-

tence, enhanced creativity, and higher quality performance

(Vansteenkiste & Ryan, 2013).

Although phenomenologically autonomy is character-

ized by the experience of actions as being self-organized

and volitionally supported, in terms of the quality of

behavior, autonomy is manifest at varied levels of analysis.

For example, evidence is emerging concerning the distinct

neural basis of autonomous functioning relative to con-

trolled, nonautonomous, motivational processes (e.g., Lee

& Reeve, 2013; Murayama et al., 2014). In general terms,

autonomy depends on the coordination between prefrontal

cortical regions and subcortical striatal-thalamic areas that

promote or inhibit motivation as well as on inputs from

the hippocampus and amygdala that can provide con-

textual and affective information (e.g., Bradley, 2000;

Chambers, Taylor, & Potenza, 2003). Autonomy requires

supervisory and selective functions that are fully informed

by affective and memory related processes (Di Domenico,

Fournier, Ayaz, & Ruocco, 2013; Ryan, Kuhl, & Deci,

1997). Impairment in the development of prefrontal areas

and interconnections with limbic structures produces vul-

nerability to autonomy disturbance (e.g., Bechara, Tranel,

Damasio, & Damasio, 1996).

Interestingly, under autonomy-supportive conditions

people appear more capable to recruit and use self-

regulation strategies associated with executive functioning,

a fact with important implications for development. For

example, Bernier, Carlson, and Whipple (2010) exam-

ined whether maternal sensitivity and autonomy support

were related to toddlers’ capacity for executive control,

which was assessed via a set of cognitive indicators involv-

ing flexible goal setting, impulse control, and planning.

After controlling for children’s cognitive capacity and

maternal education, both sensitivity and maternal auton-

omy support, assessed when children were 12–15 months

old, related to executive control at 18 and 26 months,

with maternal autonomy support emerging as the most

consistent predictor of enhanced executive control.

In fact, exposure to particular social contexts shapes

the use of neurological resources required for autonomous

functioning. For example, Di Domenico et al. (2013)

argued, based on SDT, that people’s abilities to develop
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and act from a coherent sense of self are facilitated by

satisfaction of the basic psychological needs. Using func-

tional near-infrared spectroscopy (fNIRS), they examined

the effect of need satisfaction on activity in the medial

prefrontal cortex (MPFC), an important brain region for

integrative processing of information about the self (Ryan

et al., 1997). Participants engaged in a task involving a

series of forced choices expressing personal preferences.

Decisional conflict (i.e., choice difficulty) between the

response options was manipulated using participants’ pre-

viously collected preference ratings. Findings revealed that

need satisfaction predicted elevated MPFC activity during

high-conflict situations, suggesting that need satisfaction

may facilitate access to and utilization of self-knowledge.

To summarize, autonomy is integrated self-regulation,

and it is accompanied by a phenomenological experience of

self-organization and volition, which is described in attri-

bution terms by an internal perceived locus of causality

(Deci & Ryan, 2000). Autonomy thus involves an expe-

rience of regulation by the self, and it is contrasted with

actions experienced as pressured, controlled, or caused

by sources external to the self. These later experiences

are central to many forms of psychopathology, and can

increasingly be mapped to neurological underpinnings.

Distinguishing Autonomy From Independence

An important distinction, particularly relevant to devel-

opment, is that between autonomy and independence.

Although autonomy and independence have been clearly

distinguished in philosophical analyses, theorists in devel-

opmental psychology have often equated or conflated these

concepts (e.g., Silk et al., 2003). Dependence is reliance

on others for resources or guidance, so independence is

not relying on others. Autonomy, by contrast, connotes

willingness or volition. Given this, in the SDT view indi-

viduals can be autonomously dependent or autonomously

independent, depending on circumstances. They can also

sometimes be controlled or pressured into dependence, as

when they feel forced to rely on others because of illness

or financial hardship, or they can be heteronomously

independent, as when pushed away from relying on others,

who are unavailable or unwilling to provide assistance.

SDT suggests that autonomous forms of dependence

(for example, when a teenager willingly turns to parents

for guidance) are often quite beneficial, a view that stands

in contrast to some developmental perspectives that have

equated autonomy with separation or independence (Ryan

& Lynch, 1989). For instance, Blos (1979) portrayed nor-

mative development in terms of an increasing relinquishing

of both dependency on, and attachment to, parents.

He viewed moving away from parental supports as indica-

tive of increasing individuation. Based on Blos, Steinberg,

and Silverberg (1986) developed a construct labeled emo-

tional autonomy that was intended to be a marker of indi-

viduation. Scale items assessing emotional autonomymade

reference to “not using parents as resources,” “disagreeing

with parents,” and “being different when not with parents.”

Working from the SDT lens, Ryan and Lynch (1989)

reexamined the emotional autonomy scale, suggesting that

it captured a detached relationship with parents rather

than autonomy and they argued that such detachment or

separation from parents is neither a necessary nor ideal

pathway of development. They also suggested that such

detachment might be more likely in adolescents who did

not have autonomy-supportive parents. They therefore

predicted that emotional autonomy as thus measured,

rather than being indicative of positive maturation, would

predict poorer adjustment. Consistent with this reason-

ing, findings indicated that adolescents high in emotional

autonomy were those feeling less accepted by their parents

and less lovable. These teens also evidenced poorer well-

ness outcomes overall. Ryan and Lynch (1989) interpreted

these findings as highlighting the need to differentiate

independence or nonreliance from autonomy.

Extending SDT’s distinction between autonomy and

independence, Van Petegem, Beyers, Vansteenkiste, and

Soenens (2012) directly examined adolescents’ level of inde-

pendence, as well as their motives for both independent

and dependent functioning. They found that autonomous

(i.e., volitional) and controlled (i.e., pressured) motives

for both independence and dependence played a more

significant role in predicting adolescents’ psychosocial

functioning than did their level of independence as such.

More autonomous forms of motivation for either depen-

dence or independence were strongly associated with

greater well-being and less problem behavior, whereas the

level of independence was less predictive of these outcomes.

Because of the widespread interest within the devel-

opmental literature in assessments of autonomy and

independence, Van Petegem, Vansteenkiste, and Beyers

(2013) undertook a comprehensive study of 15 prevailing

measures in adolescent psychology relevant to these con-

structs. Using higher order factor analyses, Van Petegem

et al. (2013) showed that two basic dimensions provided the

most parsimonious summary of the existing heterogene-

ity across available measures. A first dimension denoted

the degree of distance versus proximity in the parent–

child relation; a second dimension represented volition

versus pressure in the relationship. The crossing of these

two dimensions gives support for SDT’s distinctions

between autonomy and independence. For example, the
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emotional autonomy scale (Steinberg & Silverberg, 1986),

characterized by Ryan and Lynch (1989) as reflecting

more detachment than autonomy, fell in the quadrant

tapping pressured distance. In contrast, a scale of emo-

tional reliance (Ryan, La Guardia, Solky-Butzel, Chirkov,

& Kim, 2005), tapping adolescents’ willing reliance on

parents, fell in the volitional proximity-seeking quad-

rant. Van Petegem et al. (2013) further showed that the

dimension of distance (versus proximity) was positively

related to both avoidance and anxiety-based forms of

attachment, whereas the dimension of volition (versus

pressure) was negatively related to these insecure attach-

ment styles. Such studies thus support the SDT literature in

strongly distinguishing, both theoretically and empirically,

autonomy from independence.

The distinction between autonomy and independence is

critical to developmental psychology not only in childhood

and adolescence, but also across the life span. For example,

with advanced age people inevitably become more reliant

or dependent on others. Nonetheless, there are important

differences in wellness outcomes as a function of whether

an older person’s reliance on others feels autonomous and

volitional or forced upon them (e.g., V. Kasser & Ryan,

1999; Vallerand, O’Conner, & Hamel, 1995). When elderly

individuals can feel volitionally dependent and still experi-

ence a sense of choice in everyday living they remain more

vital and resilient.

This distinction is also critical to cross-cultural psy-

chologies. Various scholars have suggested that, because

collectivist cultures emphasize duty and obligation to the

group, autonomy is not very important for their members

(e.g., Iyengar & Devoe, 2003; Markus, Kitayama, &

Heiman, 1996). Yet this is a misinterpretation of the

concept of autonomy, as it assumes people cannot auto-

nomously engage in a duty, willingly comply with their

parents’ choices, or, with full volition, adhere to collec-

tivistic cultural norms. In a direct examination of the

distinction between autonomy and independence in the

cross-cultural area, Chen, Vansteenkiste, Beyers, Soenens,

and Van Petegem (2013) demonstrated that both Chinese

adolescents’ volitional reliance on parents as well as

their volitional independent functioning yielded unique

well-being benefits. Overall then, considerable data suggest

that across cultural contexts, support for autonomy mat-

ters in both the internalization of ambient practices and in

fostering individuals’ overall wellbeing (Chirkov, Ryan, &

Sheldon, 2010).

Finally, it should be noted that the concepts of indepen-

dence and autonomy yield a different relation to individ-

uals’ development of relatedness and intimacy. Excessive

strivings for independence often come at the cost of the

development of trustful and warm relations, suggesting

that, for individuals to develop most optimally, they need

to balance their strivings for independence and relatedness.

Yet, from the SDT perspective, the experience of volition

and autonomy does not necessarily stand in conflict with

the development ofwarm relations, because as one volition-

ally relies on another, a sense of intimacy can bemaintained

without giving up one’s autonomy. Thus, instead of auton-

omy development extracting a price in terms of increased

relational distance or tension, in SDT’s view autonomy

and relatedness optimally stand in a mutually reinforcing

relation to each other (Hodgins, Koestner, & Duncan,

1996; LaGuardia, Ryan, Couchman, & Deci, 2000).

Indeed, parental support for children’s autonomy enhances

parent-child relatedness, a pattern that persists across the

age-related changes in types and foci of dependencies.

Facilitating Environments: The Key Role

of Need-Supportive Socialization

As an organismic theory, SDT endorses a transactional-

ecological conceptualization of development (e.g.,

Cicchetti & Valentino, 2006), in which growth and com-

petencies, as well as impairments and liabilities at earlier

stages of development impact the direction and quality

subsequent development. Within such an organismic

model a critical issue concerns the necessary nutrients for

optimal development, which for SDT are represented by

the satisfaction of the needs for autonomy, competence,

and relatedness (Ryan, 1995). That is, individuals are

prepared to optimally develop psychologically and socially

when their caregiving environments support these basic

needs. When these needs are thwarted, people are prepared

with other protective, even defensive, responses, and both

the healthier and the more defensive processes can have

cascading developmental consequences (Vansteenkiste &

Ryan, 2013).

Already in the earliest SDT parenting research

(Grolnick & Ryan, 1989), three distinct parenting dimen-

sions were identified as being critical for satisfying chil-

dren’s basic psychological needs and thus fostering more

integrative development and wellness (Grolnick & Pomer-

antz, 2009; Soenens & Vansteenkiste, 2010). Specifically,

these dimensions are parental autonomy support, parental

structure, and parental involvement. Environments that

supply these three core nutrients for basic psychologi-

cal need satisfactions energize healthy self-development.

SDT’s focus on the satisfaction of children’s psychological

needs and facilitation of intrinsic growth tendencies is

relatively unique in the prevailing parenting literature

because few models are clear about the exact processes
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that underlying children’s growth. At the same time, SDT

maintains that the very blocking and direct thwarting of

these needs not only prevents children from growing but

also can even elicit maladjustment and psychopathology.

Children’s psychological needs will get more readily frus-

trated when parents are controlling, chaotic, and neglectful.

In what follows we discuss the SDT model of parenting

in detail, comparing it with alternative perspectives and

contrasting constructs.

Parental Autonomy Support and Control

Being autonomy supportive literally means that one per-

son is supporting the other’s self-management or self-rule.

Research has identified a number of elements in interper-

sonal interactions that enhance experiences of autonomy.

Most important, in being autonomy supportive a parent

(or other caregiver) attempts to understand and acknowl-

edge the child’s perspective. Critical to taking the children’s

frame of reference is an authentic curiosity from the side

of the caregiver, who is sincerely interested in what is going

on for the child. When this occurs, one is in a position

to be responsive to whatever issues are salient. In addi-

tion, autonomy support entails using minimal controls to

foster behavior, and instead providing a meaningful ratio-

nale for behavioral requests and limits where possible to

help anchor internalized motivation. Autonomy support

requires respecting the children’s pace of development, so

demands can be volitionally and effectively engaged, and

providing opportunities for choice and voice when possi-

ble, all facilitate autonomy. In contrast, being controlling

involves parents pressuring the children to do what they

want or value, emphasizing obedience and compliance

(Grolnick, 2002; Soenens & Vansteenkiste, 2010) and, in

more extreme contexts, using punishments and physical

threats. Dozens of studies have convincingly shown that

autonomy-supportive parenting yields various benefits,

including greater teacher-rated competence and grades

(e.g., Grolnick & Ryan, 1989), more personal well-being

(e.g., Chirkov & Ryan, 2001; Lekes, Gingras, Philippe,

Koestner, & Fang, 2010), and better social adjustment

(e.g., Soenens & Vansteenkiste, 2005).

Importantly, much like the experience of autonomy

cannot be equated with independent functioning, the

support of autonomy in SDT does not denote the pro-

motion of independence. This was demonstrated in four

studies by Soenens and colleagues (2007), who showed

that parental promotion of independence and parental

autonomy support were only moderately positively corre-

lated. Moreover, while both independence promotion and

autonomy support were positively associated with psy-

chosocial functioning at the correlational level, when the

two competed for variance in predicting these outcomes,

only autonomy support was a significant predictor. In other

words, the aspect of parenting accounting for better out-

comes was autonomy support rather than the promotion

of nonreliance. Soenens, Vansteenkiste, and Sierens (2009)

subsequently showed that adolescents who perceived par-

ents as allowing volitional dependence reported better

psychosocial functioning than those who felt parental

pressure toward either independence or dependence.

Rather than working from their children’s perspectives,

controlling socializing agents alter, minimize, or deny the

children’s perspectives, thereby projecting their own wishes

and standards upon the children and pushing the children

in the parent-desired directions. SDT’s formulation of

controlling parenting can be further differentiated into

two categories (Soenens & Vansteenkiste, 2010). Parents

can be controlling using externally controlling methods,

such as the reliance on controlling reward or punishment

contingencies. Externally controlling methods can be

explicitly stated, but often the controlling contingencies

are implicit and learned over time. A second subtype

of controlling parental practices is internally controlling

practices. This style of parenting has some overlap with

psychological control as discussed in the frameworks of

Schaefer (1959), Barber (1996), and Steinberg (2005). In

this case, parents attempt to instill in the child positive and

negative self-related feelings contingent upon compliance

with parental standards and goals.

Internally controlling parental practices have been a

concerted focus of research within SDT, especially through

work on parental conditional regard. Parental condi-

tional regard (PCR) describes parents or other caregivers

using their attention, affection, and love to control their

children’s behavior (Assor, Roth, & Deci, 2004). As a

socializing method, PCR is a widely used and sometimes

advocated parenting practice (e.g., Sears, Maccoby &

Levin, 1957; Fu & Markus, 2014). Yet from the SDT per-

spective PCR is theorized to be controlling and therefore

to have both subtle and more manifest detrimental effects

on self-functioning. Indeed, parents who use conditional

regard are essentially pitting the children’s needs for relat-

edness and autonomy against each other. The message

conveyed is essentially “to get my love you need to give

up your autonomy.” To maintain positive relatedness,

the children have to comply, irrespective of the fit of the

parental demands with their own developing interests,

skills, or values. Yet, even when complying, children who

experience PCR do not feel accepted but instead evidence

resentment, because what is conveyed is that they are not

being accepted for who they are but instead for whether

they live up to their parents’ demands. As such, the use
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of PCR with children serves to thwart the needs for both

relatedness and autonomy, with resulting decrements in

adjustment and well-being (e.g., Assor, et al., 2004; Roth &

Assor, 2012).

Parental Structure and Parental Chaos

Apart from parental autonomy support, SDT also high-

lights the critical role of parental structure, which concerns

the degree to which parents or other caregivers create the

necessary conditions for children to begin developing a

sense of mastery and provide ongoing assistance to opti-

mize competence development (Farkas & Grolnick, 2010;

Grolnick & Pomerantz, 2009; Reeve & Halusic, 2009).

Structure entails the provision of an environment that

makes optimal demands on children’s expanding skills.

Structuring parents provide guidance and scaffolding upon

which the unfolding processes of development can climb.

Specifically, provision of structure by parents includes:

helping to adjust environments so that they can be mas-

tered by the children without excessive anxiety; conveying

consistent and clear expectations; providing guidance

about the contingencies between behaviors and outcomes;

offering meaningful informational feedback as the children

engage in activities; and other elements of support focused

on promoting the children’s feeling of effectance in acting.

In the research by Grolnick and Ryan (1989), parental

structure predicted children’s understanding the sources

of control over outcomes in their lives, enhancing both

the children’s sense of predictability, and of competence or

efficacy. In the educational domain, Mouratidis, Michou,

Vansteenkiste, and Lens (2013) showed that competence

need satisfaction largely accounted for the relation between

perceived teacher structure and children’s wellness and use

of self-regulation strategies.

Although structure aids the building of competence,

this process might be more or less facilitated depending

on whether an autonomy-supportive or controlling style

is used when introducing and maintaining the struc-

ture (Soenens & Vansteenkiste, 2010). Specifically, the

competence-enhancing impact of structure is likely

strengthened when the structure is communicated in

an autonomy-supportive way and diminished when done

in a controlling way.

The differential impact of providing structure in auton-

omy supportive versus controlling ways was demonstrated

early within SDT research, most notably in an experimen-

tal study by Koestner, Ryan, Bernieri, and Holt (1984).

In a school setting first- and second-grade children came

individually to an art room to do a painting project.

An experimenter set limits on their behaviors, advocating

neatness and organization, either in a controlling or

autonomy-supportive way. The autonomy-supportive

method was based on SDT and included a rationale, an

expression of empathy, and a clear limit. The controlling

method simply directed the child to follow the limit. It

was found that the controlling limits undermined the

enjoyment of painting and creativity relative to autonomy-

supportive limits.

Overall then, structure is in no way antithetical to

support for autonomy; on the contrary, the two often go

hand in hand (Stipek & Seal, 2001). Yet this conceptual

point can easily be lost if parental structure is described

as, or equated with, parental control. That is, if parental

structure involves parents exerting pressure and control

over children’s functioning, that parental structure would

indeed stand in contradiction to parents’ encouragement

of children’s volitional functioning. Similarly, if parents

are permissive, granting unmitigated freedom rather than

specifically supporting autonomy, this would be contrary

to providing structure. Parental autonomy support, in

fact, can and optimally does involve parents introducing

and maintaining structure, and does not entail avoiding all

guidance and scaffolding (Grolnick & Pomerantz, 2009;

Soenens & Vansteenkiste, 2010). SDT also expects that

structure can be imposed in controlling ways, with less

beneficial outcomes. Thus, the concepts of autonomy

support and structure allow for a clearer differentiation

between critical dimensions needed in parenting.

Consistent with this reasoning, Jang, Reeve, and Deci

(2010) showed that structure and autonomy support were

modestly positively (rather than negatively) correlated

and independently contributed to positive educational

outcomes. Along similar lines, examining a broad set of

components of parental structure, Farkas and Grolnick

(2010) found parental structure and autonomy support

to yield unique positive associations with seventh- and

eighth-grade children’s perceived competence and actual

grades. Overall, then, past research has found structure and

autonomy support to be positively related to each other

rather than antagonistic, and often each has yielded unique

associations with a host of different outcomes. Moreover,

by distinguishing the two concepts, one can assess the

meaningful combinations between them, with expectations

that controlling structure will have negative effects on

development, whereas autonomy-supportive structure

will be more positive. In fact, a number of studies in the

domains of education (e.g., Vansteenkiste et al., 2012) and

sports (e.g., Curran, Hill, & Niemiec, 2013) indicate that
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the most optimal outcomes are attained under conditions

of high autonomy support and high structure.

Parental Involvement and Parental Neglect

SDT also suggests that more than structure and autonomy

support are needed to facilitate development. In addition,

involvement, especially autonomy-supportive involvement

is also helpful. Involvement refers to a parent’s dedication

of attention and caring, which both supports the child

directly and conveys relatedness and connection as he or

she faces developmental challenges (Grolnick & Ryan,

1989). Parental involvement has long been found to have

positive effects on children’s behavioral regulation and

well-being (e.g., Baldwin, 1955). In the Grolnick and

Ryan (1989) study, assessment of involvement included

the time parents spent with their children in interactive

ways, their knowledge of their children’s day-to-day life,

and the warm tone of interpersonal contact. Parental

involvement and in particular the mothers’ involvement

predicted children’s achievement and grades in school,

and was negatively correlated with teachers’ ratings of

children’s acting out behaviors. Subsequently, Grolnick,

Ryan, and Deci (1991) found that parental involvement,

along with autonomy support, predicted children having

greater inner resources for school engagement, especially

greater feelings of autonomy and competence. Further,

Cheung and Pomerantz (2011) found that in both U.S.

and Chinese samples, involvement predicted engagement

and achievement in schools. In both nations, when such

involvement was accompanied by autonomy support

children also had greater perceptions of competence and

better emotional functioning.

More recently, Grolnick (in press) looked at parents’

motivation for their involvement with children. This is a

particularly interesting area of investigation because par-

ents can be involved both out of controlling motivations

such as introjection or external pressures or because of

value and interest in their children. Grolnick found that the

more autonomous the parental motivation, the higher the

level of involvement. Moreover, identified regulation was

especially predictive of child outcomes one would expect

from such willing involvement, such as more positive

academic self-concept and better school grades.

These and related findings speak to the ways parents are

involved, which can vary considerably. For example, much

like the dynamic involved in conditional regard, parents

can make their involvement (i.e., their devotion of time and

resources to the child) dependent on obedient behavior,

which SDT suggests will come with a cost. Consistent

with this idea, Weiss and Grolnick (1991) studied the

relations of parental involvement and autonomy support

to adolescents’ internalizing and externalizing symptoms.

Adolescents rated their mothers and fathers on dimensions

of involvement and autonomy support and completed a

self-report profile of symptoms. Analyses indicated that

parents who were perceived to be both highly involved and

autonomy supportive had children who reported very low

levels of either internalizing or externalizing symptoms.

Yet there were significant interactions between perceived

parental involvement and autonomy support on both

types of symptoms, indicating that the combination of

high involvement and low autonomy support yielded a

high level of symptoms.

This general pattern of findings has been observed in

other studies. Wouters, Doumen, Germeys, Colpin, and

Verschueren (2013) found that high parental responsive-

ness strengthened the relations between psychologically

controlling parenting and contingent self-esteem in uni-

versity students. Aunola and Nurmi (2004) found in a

three-year longitudinal study among 5–6-year-old chil-

dren that parents’ exertion of controlling practices slowed

children’s progress in mathematics, a trend that was exac-

erbated in cases where parents displayed high affection.

Interestingly, the combination of high parental control

and responsiveness appeared not only to yield a personal

well-being cost but also to generalize to young adults’

empathic responses. In this context, Kanat-Maymon and

Assor (2010) showed that parental control related posi-

tively to the child perceived distress when their romantic

partners were in need, whereas parental control was neg-

atively related to empathic responding as reported by the

partners, both effects being strengthened when parents

were experienced as highly responsive.

It thus appears that feeling close to very controlling

parents can be detrimental to a developing child’s personal

and social well-being, presumably because these children’s

psychological needs for autonomy and relatedness are

insufficiently met. That is due to the high yet controlling

involvement of parents, which may leave the children

feeling as if they have no other choice than to connect with

their parents by complying with their demands. Similar to

the dynamics characterized by enmeshed families, how-

ever, the children’s connections are likely to be fueled with

feelings of internal conflict and pressured loyalty, thereby

causing heightened emotionality and self-preoccupation,

which may interfere with their capacities to respond

empathically to others (Kanat-Maymon &Assor, 2010). In

short, the combination of high parental control and high
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responsiveness may create confusion because parents are

sending conflicting messages to the their children (Aunola

& Nurmi, 2005).

Parent’s Psychological Needs: Contextual and Reciprocal

Influences

Thus far, our focus has been on how parents affect chil-

dren’s development and problem behavior through the

nurturance or undermining of children’s psychological

needs. Yet parents themselves are subject to influences that

can either support or thwart their capacities to support

their children’s development. That is, to the extent that par-

ents engage in need-satisfying activities in their own lives,

they are likely to have more energy available to be involved

with their children, thereby being better attuned to the

children’s perspectives and, hence, being more capable of

supporting children’s unfolding interests, values, and skill

development. To the extent that parents’ psychological

needs get thwarted, their energy levels would be more

readily eroded so they would become more self-centered

rather than open and receptive for their children’s concerns

and interests. Such self-centered preoccupation may either

manifest through a direct withdrawal and involvement

from the children or, to the extent that they are involved,

parents would bemore easily enforcing their own viewpoint

or be unpredictable and inconsequent. This reasoning is

graphically displayed in Figure 9.1, in which parents own

need satisfaction and need frustration are part of the

proximal determinants of their approach to their children.

In an examination of this dynamic, De Haan, Soenens,

Dekovic, and Prinzie (2013) found need satisfaction as

reported by the parents in the parent–child relationships

relate negatively to the adolescents’ reports of negative

parental styles (e.g., overreactive or controlling).

At the same time, a variety of more distal factors, either

pressuring or facilitative, will impact on parents’ experi-

ences of need satisfaction and need frustration. Pressures

on parents can come from their children’s behaviors in the

interactions of the parents and children. That is, there are

both reciprocal influences from the children and proximal

and distal social and economic pressures on parents from

other sources that impact their resources (Deci & Ryan,

2012). For example, research on child temperament sug-

gests that children with difficult temperaments may make

it harder for parents to refrain from controlling behaviors.

Within the SDT literature, Grolnick,Weiss,McKenzie, and

Wrightman (1996) found that parents who perceived their

adolescents to be more difficult in temperament were also

more controlling. In addition, it has been found that when

children evidence poorer performance or get poorer grades

in schools, parents often become more controlling (Aunola

& Nurmi, 2005; Grolnick, Gurland, DeCourcey, & Jacob,

2002). In a particularly interesting study, Pomerantz and

Eaton (2001) found that a child’s low achievement was
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Figure 9.1 Graphic overview of the role of antecedents of parental need support and need thwarting.
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associated with increased maternal worry, and worry pre-

dicted more controlling behavior, which in turn negatively

affected the child’s achievement. Similarly, adolescents’

defiance against parents’ moral rules elicited a more

controlling parental approach over time (Vansteenkiste,

Soenens, Van Petegem, & Duriez, 2014).

The parents’ own supports can also bear on their

capacity to nurture their children. For instance, Landry

et al. (2008) showed that mothers who experienced greater

social and partner supports were more able to trust the

developmental process and thus support their children’s

autonomy. Similarly, Bouchard, Lee, Asgary, and Pelletier

(2007) found that fathers’ involvement and satisfaction

in parenting was related, not only to their own perceived

competence, but also to their perceptions that their part-

ners placed confidence in their parenting abilities. In

addition, Assor et al. (2004) found that many parents

display the same parenting approaches (e.g., conditional

regard) they were exposed to as children, thus exhibiting

the intergenerational transmission of parenting styles.

Also parents often face a host of contextual pressures,

which lead them to adopt a more controlling approach

toward their children. Economic strain (Kasser, Ryan,

Zax, & Sameroff, 1995), stressful life events (Grolnick,

Bridges, & Connell, 1996), and experimentally induced

stress (Grolnick et al., 2002) have all been associated with

controlling parenting behavior. In one illustrative exper-

imental study, Grolnick, Price, Beiswenger, and Sauck

(2007) examined the effects of situational pressures on

mothers’ autonomy support, relative to control, in the

social domain. The authors had 60 mothers work on a

laboratory task with their fourth-grade children, presum-

ably in preparation for meeting new children. Mothers

in an evaluation condition were told that their children

would be evaluated by other children and that based on

this, the researchers would determine how much each child

was liked and accepted by their peers. In the no-evaluation

condition, mothers received nomention of peer evaluation.

Results revealed that mothers in the evaluation condition

spent more time giving answers to their children, espe-

cially mothers with more controlling parenting attitudes,

and they also exhibited more controlling behaviors. In

addition, mothers with high social contingent-self-worth

who were in the evaluation condition exhibited the most

controlling behaviors.

Apart from contextual pressures, internal forms of pres-

sure, such as anxieties and worry, have also been associated

with more controlling parent behaviors, especially when

the worries concern their children. Gurland and Grolnick

(2005), for example, examined mothers’ perceptions of

environmental threat regarding such issues as future

economic instability and resource scarcity. Perceptions of

future threat were positively associated with more control-

ling behaviors exhibited during parent–child tasks. In turn,

these controlling behaviors were negatively associated with

children’s volitional motivation. Moreover, the relation

between perceived threat and children’s motivation was

mediated by controlling parenting.

As can be noticed in Figure 9.1, parents’ own person-

ality functioning may also lead them to rely on certain

parenting strategies more than others. Critical in this

respect is parents’ organismic trust in the development

of their children (Landry et al., 2008), with parents high

in organismic trust being more relaxed in their expecta-

tions regarding milestones and engaging in fewer social

comparisons. Landry and colleagues showed that such

organismic trust led mothers to rely on different parent-

ing strategies during a play session where they and their

12–13-month-old infants were given problems to solve

together. Mothers’ autonomy support and structure were

assessed using ratings of the extent to which the mothers

took the children’s perspectives, followed the children’s

pace, and structured the situation to be fitting with the

children’s skills. Autonomy thwarting behaviors were also

measured, including tallying empathic failures and interfer-

ing in the children’s pace, among other indicators. Results

revealed that organismic trust, even when controlling for

parental income and education and children’s tempera-

ment and level of development, was significantly associated

with greater autonomy support as opposed to autonomy

thwarting.

Other personality factors within parents are also rel-

evant. For example, Deci and Ryan (1985a) early on

reported that persons with a stronger control orientation

were less prone to support autonomy in others. The reason

that parents with a stronger controlled orientation are

more likely to use controlling techniques is because they

more easily hinge their own self-worth upon their chil-

dren’s achievements. Thus, control oriented parents extend

their ego-involved function to their offspring, thereby

measuring their own success and worth versus failure and

shame as a parents through their children’s accomplish-

ments (Wuyts, Vansteenkiste, Soenens, & Assor, in press).

Further, Soenens, Vansteenkiste, Duriez, and Goossens

(2006) hypothesized that parents who have high separation

anxiety may perceive expressions of their children’s auton-

omy as threatening, and may be more likely to restrain

autonomous behavior through controlling techniques.

In addition, they argued that self-critical perfectionism

in parents would lead them to project higher demands
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on their children, thereby pressuring toward specified

outcomes. Their results supported these hypotheses.

Together such findings underscore that parenting behav-

iors are themselves influenced by a variety of factors both

external and internal—from the socioeconomic pressures

on parents that stretch their resources and lead to insecuri-

ties, to internalized social pressures to make their children

achieve. Pressures on parents in the form of threats thus

interrupt organismic trust, and capacities for nurturance.

On the other hand, it is important to highlight that most

parents, because of their inherent attachment and love

for their children, naturally seek to provide support and

guidance so that even their controlling behaviors are often,

despite their negative consequences, expressions of their

parental caring (e.g., see Chua, Wong, & Koestner, 2014).

Summary

SDT is primarily focused on nurturing, facilitating

environments that support the growth of the self. The

theory specifies three operationally distinctive nutritive

dimensions, namely, autonomy support, structure, and

involvement. These parenting dimensions are system-

atically related to the satisfaction of children’s basic

psychological needs and allow for greater specification

of optimal parenting relative to mixed constructs such as

Baumrind’s (1996, 2012) construct of authoritative par-

enting and confrontive power (see Grolnick, 2002, 2012).

Further, in discussing the need-thwarting role of parents,

we especially emphasized the role of controlling parenting,

with conditional regard being the most studied controlling

practice within SDT. Finally we suggested that parent

behaviors do not occur in a vacuum. Parental stress, sense

of threat, and ego involvement can all lead to controlling

behaviors and can detract from positive involvement and

capacities for autonomy support.

AUTONOMY AND AUTONOMY SUPPORT

IN MAJOR DEVELOPMENTAL PROCESSES:

ATTACHMENT, INTRINSIC MOTIVATION,

INTERNALIZATION, EMOTION REGULATION,

AND IDENTITY FORMATION

Having elucidated the critical parenting dimensions foster-

ing growth, in this section we elaborate the role of auton-

omy in development and personality functioning. First, we

focus on the relations between autonomy and attachment

security (Bowlby, 1969). SDT suggests that autonomy

support is an underemphasized yet critical predictor of

secure attachment experiences (e.g., Whipple et al., 2009).

Even more, we argue that security provision is insufficient

in accounting for healthy self-development, which requires

the more active notion of autonomy support. We then turn

to a review of research on four critical developmental pro-

cesses in which autonomy figures heavily, namely, intrinsic

motivation, internalization, emotion regulation, and iden-

tity formation, and we explicate the role of autonomy and

the impact of contextual supports for it.

Autonomy and Attachment Security

Connections between autonomy and relatedness have been

hotly debated in both developmental and social psycholo-

gies. Some authors see autonomy and relatedness as largely

orthogonal if not antithetical constructs (e.g., Blos, 1979;

Ingeyar & DeVoe, 2003; Jordan, 1992). As noted already,

SDT differs, viewing autonomy and relatedness as being

interrelated and, indeed, integral to one another. This is

so from the earliest phases of life, in which the strength

and security of attachment is, according to SDT, in very

large part a function of the autonomy support afforded

by caregivers.

Attachment and Autonomy in Infancy

It is particularly difficult to think about autonomy without

its foundations within relatedness during the child’s first

years of life and vice versa. During early development,

establishing a core self is a primary agenda for the infant

(Stern, 1985). Although the self that is consolidated within

the first six months does not take the form of a conscious

representation, it can manifest as coherence and volition.

Yet because infants are highly dependent on caregivers—

not only for biological necessities such as food and temper-

ature regulation but also for interpersonal necessities such

as love, contact, and comfort—these earliest experiences

of the self as initiator of action typically occur within the

context of close parent–child relationships.

Bowlby (1969) and later theorists elaborating his attach-

ment theory framework (e.g., Mikulincer & Shaver, 2007)

have argued that early social relations with primary care-

givers shape both the security of attachment and the

corresponding working models of self and others that will

organize future social relations. Perhaps the most empha-

sized feature within attachment theory that contributes

to security of attachment is caregiver responsiveness or

sensitivity (Ainsworth, Blehar, Waters, & Wall, 1978).

Sensitivity is defined as the provision of contingent, appro-

priate, and consistent responses to the child’s signals and

needs (Lamb & Easterbrooks, 1981). Sensitivity thus con-

veys that caregivers are responsive to the child’s initiations
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in ways that are empathic and appropriate to the child’s

Q1

needs. In our view, sensitivity is part of autonomy support,

though by no means encompasses that construct.

Within SDT it has been suggested that when one

unpacks the kind of parenting that fosters growth and

security, chief among them will be autonomy support

(e.g., Ryan, 1993; Ryan, Brown & Creswell, 2007). As

noted, in autonomy support what one is being sensitive to

are the child’s initiations, strivings, and the needs of the

developing self (rather than the caregiver’s agendas or pro-

jected needs). Indeed, Bretherton’s (1987) description of

sensitivity as “maternal respect for the child’s autonomy”

(p. 1075) captures the essence of such active responsive-

ness. The sensitive caretaker responds to the initiations,

cues, concerns, and needs that emerge from the child,

and this contingent responsiveness gradually strengthens

the child’s inner sense of agency and coherence, and thus

the meaningfulness of the child’s self-initiated action and

expression. When responded to, the child experiences a

sense of safety and interconnection that is lacking for one

whose biddings and expressions have been neglected.

Autonomy support is thus a critical component of early

parent-child relationships, for it facilitates not only the

solidity of attachment but also self-development more gen-

erally. Numerous past studies support this perspective by

linking sensitivity or autonomy support to more curiosity,

effectance, initiative, and adjustment (e.g., Stevenson &

Lamb, 1981; Waters, Wippman, & Sroufe, 1979; Yarrow,

Rubenstein, & Pederson, 1975). Specifically applying SDT,

Grolnick, Frodi, and Bridges (1984) found that mothers

rated as autonomy supportive had 1-year-old infants who

both explored more and were more persistent at a play

task than infants of mothers rated as controlling. Fur-

ther, Frodi, Bridges, and Grolnick (1985) reported similar

results for the persistence and competence at 20 month of

age. Such studies suggest that in early stages of develop-

ment, parental attunement and support for autonomy are

enhancing the child’s inner resources for self-regulation.

We suggest, in fact, that autonomy support is an aspect

of caregiving that is far too underemphasized in attach-

ment theory’s foundational focus on security, protection,

and responsiveness. Underscoring this argument, Whipple,

Benier, and Mageau (2011) drew from SDT in using

observational assessments of maternal autonomy support

during infant (15 months) exploration. They also assessed

maternal sensitivity with a 90-item measure of the quality

of maternal behaviors during a home visit and security of

attachment using an observational Q-sort method. Results

showed that not only sensitivity but also autonomy support

explained independent variance in attachment security.

This shows how autonomy support is not encompassed by

traditional conceptions of sensitivity.

This interrelation between autonomy support, attach-

ment, and self-development is nonetheless consistent with

some of Bowlby’s (1969) speculations concerning infant

exploration and mastery motivation. Bowlby postulated

that to the extent that a child experiences security (i.e.,

caregiver accessibility and responsiveness in times of need),

then the child will feel enabled to venture forth to explore

with interest. Yet SDT would suggest, beyond Bowlby, that

security is much more than protection and comfort; it is

in fact responsiveness to the self of the child that fosters

secure relationships, not simply reliable protection (Ryan,

Brown, & Crewell, 2007).

It is worth noting in this regard that for Bowlby, attach-

ment was first and foremost about safety and protection

rather than facilitating growth and development. As

Kobak, Cassidy, and Zir (2004) stated, attachment is a

“behavioral system activated by appraisals of danger and

accompanying signals of fear” (p. 388). Adult attachment

theorists concur, arguing that “the goal of the system is a

sense of protection and security” (Mikulincer & Shaver,

2007, p. 5). Without doubting the importance of protection

and the value of reducing anxiety in moments of danger,

one can question whether this is a sufficient foundation

for a full theory of self-development (see Ryan et al.,

2007). Although moments of dangers and strangers can

be salient, they are episodic, and comfort following them

may be a necessary, but not a sufficient, condition for the

interpersonal support for self-development. Even among

the object-relations theorists in Bowlby’s time, figures such

Winnicott (1965) more strongly pointed to the importance

of ongoing positive supports for the nascent self to not

only feel safe, but to develop and flourish. Winnicott high-

lighted not only a safe haven but also active empathy and

having spontaneous initiations amplified through mirror-

ing and responsive care. Like Winnicott, SDT argues that

support and nurturing relationships in infancy extend well

beyond security and protection to the active facilitation of

self-functioning. Indeed, security and protection are likely

key to prevent experiencing of need frustration, yet, for

children to experience autonomy, competence, and relat-

edness, more active support of these needs is required. In

fact, as we turn to other developmental processes such as

intrinsic motivation, internalization, emotion regulation,

and identity formation, the role of caregivers’ support

for the child’s psychological needs, including autonomy,

emerges as a critical facilitator of self-development.

This brief analysis of the role of autonomy and relat-

edness in infancy thus suggests that autonomy support is
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a critical component of caregiving in infancy that shapes

both the experienced quality of relatedness (as reflected

in the security of attachment) and the consolidation and

vitality of the self (as reflected in both well-being and

mastery motivation). Caregiving that is low in autonomy

support, by contrast, will set the stage for attachment

disturbances and impoverished agency.

More recent studies have begun to examine the inde-

pendent role of parental autonomy support and attach-

ment security per se in young children’s development.

For instance, Verschueren, Doumen, Vervoort, and

Vansteenkiste (2013) showed in a longitudinal sample

of preschool children that both a secure attachment and

maternal autonomy support, as observed during a problem

solving task, related to higher achievement on a standard-

ized language and mathematics test taken at the end of

the first elementary school year, through partially distinct

pathways. Attachment security in preschool was related

to greater closeness in the teacher–child relation in the

first school year, whereas maternal autonomy support

related to both greater teacher–child closeness and more

learning based in interest and enjoyment (i.e., intrin-

sic motivation), which in turn predicted greater actual

achievement. These findings suggest that a secure and

autonomy-supportive child–parent relationship promotes

a more successful transition from preschool to elementary

school, with need-supportive interactions generalizing to

new socialization figures.

Attachment and Autonomy in Adolescence and Beyond

There is increasing evidence that at whatever age attach-

ment security is assessed, the provision of autonomy sup-

port from attachment figures will be a critical predictor of

attachment security. Adolescence, for example, is a critical

period of life in which teens are rapidly developing capaci-

ties for independence, while still needing considerable sup-

port and nurturance. As noted previously, in SDT’s view,

rather than individuating from parents, healthy adolescent

development is characterized by continued attachment and

dependence along with autonomy. In fact, evidence sug-

gests that security of attachment and reliance on parents

in this age is quite important for well-being and that these

are facilitated by caregivers’ support for autonomy.

First, several studies support the view that adolescents’

continue to benefit from secure attachments to parents

rather than by the detachment that Blos (1979) advocated.

Ryan, Stiller, and Lynch (1994) investigated the contribu-

tions of felt security with parents, teachers, and friends

to the motivation, adjustment, and self-esteem of early

adolescents. They found that felt security with parents and

teachers, as well as utilization (reliance on) these figures,

predicted adjustment. Further, they found evidence that

felt security with parents predicted security with both

teachers and peers, and appeared to have priority among

working models. Similarly, Bober and Grolnick (1995)

assessed adolescents’ felt security with and emulation of

parents. Adolescents who displayed internalizing symp-

tomatology reported low levels of felt security with parents

yet emulated them. Adolescents with externalizing symp-

tomatology reported low levels of felt security and low

emulation of parents.

Ryan and Kuczkowski (1994) examined felt security

with parents as it relates to the emergence of private

audiences in the cognitive development of adolescents. Fol-

lowing Elkind (1967), they argued that the private-audience

phenomenon initially represents a heteronomous influ-

ence on behavior for most adolescents, who become more

self-conscious and more prone to conformity. Yet with

self-development the salience of private audiences has

been hypothesized to lessen. Ryan and Kuczkowski (1994)

predicted and found that whereas felt security with parents

was unrelated to the strength of private audiences in early

adolescence (when it is a normative aspect of development),

it was more strongly related in later adolescents. Adoles-

cents experiencing insecurity with parents remained more

preoccupied with private audiences, showing one pathway

through which the growth of autonomy is hampered.

Ryan and Lynch (1989) examined the issues of auton-

omy and attachment in early, middle, and late adolescent

samples. They argued that autonomy is typically facilitated

by secure attachment to, and dependence on, parents rather

than by detachment and nonreliance on them. They further

suggested that among the primary reasons that adolescents

are insecure with or detached from parents is that parents

are overly controlling. Their studies confirmed that adoles-

cents with more secure attachment to parents were, in fact,

better adjusted, and had parents who were more auton-

omy supportive. These findings have been well replicated,

including recent studies of both referred and nonreferred

youth and their mothers, in which parental autonomy

support related to lower anxiety-based attachment, while

parental responsiveness and sensitivity related to lower

avoidance-based attachment (Brenning, Soenens, Braet, &

Bal, 2012; Karavasilis, Doyle, & Markiewicz, 2003).

The importance of autonomy supports for secure attach-

ments extends to early adulthood. La Guardia, Ryan,

Couchman, andDeci (2000) studied the attachment experi-

ences of college students with multiple social partners such
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as their mothers, fathers, best friends, and romantic part-

ners. They found, as classical attachment theory predicts,

that individual differences in security of attachment were a

moderately significant predictor of patterns of security of

attachment across social partners. Yet they also hypothe-

sized and found significant variability in students’ security

of attachment with these different social partners as a

function of the different qualities of interpersonal sup-

ports provided within each relationship. In three studies,

La Guardia and colleagues applied multilevel modeling to

reveal that within-person variability in attachment secu-

rity was systematically explained by relationship-specific

autonomy support. In fact autonomy support was an

especially consistent predictor of felt security, relationship

satisfaction, and willingness to rely on that person.

In a more recent study of adult attachments, autonomy

support, and emotional reliance, Lynch (2013) collected

daily data on autonomy support and security of attach-

ment to predict patterns of emotional reliance—that is, the

individual’s willingness to turn to another person for emo-

tional support (see Ryan et al., 2005). It has been assumed

by attachment theorists that secure attachments would be

associated with positive abilities to recruit support from

others when distressed (e.g., Belsky, 2002). Yet Ryan et al.

(2005) argued that autonomy support was also particularly

crucial in facilitating such emotional reliance, as people

are less prone to rely on others who are controlling. Lynch

(2013) therefore allowed measures of both attachment

security and autonomy to compete at both trait and state

levels in predicting emotional reliance. At the trait level

both security of attachment and trait autonomy predicted

greater tendencies to emotionally rely on others. At the

within-person level, results showed, as predicted by SDT,

that people were specifically more willing to turn to those

people whom they perceived to be autonomy supportive.

Noteworthy is that at both within- and between-person

levels of analysis, emotional reliance was more strongly

linked with autonomy than with attachment security.

Summary

SDT and attachment theory thus concur that attachment

security is associated with higher well-being and ability to

rely on others. SDT additionally maintains that autonomy

support is critical to experiencing attachment security,

including primary attachment figures. Moreover, through

themore active nurturance of explorative behaviors, emerg-

ing interests and personal values, autonomy-supportive

agents do more than provide comfort; they promote

children’s healthy development.

Intrinsic Motivation: A Spontaneous Expression of Human

Autonomy

Intrinsic Motivation: Definition

Perhaps the most direct catalyst of empirical research on

autonomy within both social and developmental psycholo-

gies has been interest in the phenomenon of intrinsic moti-

vation. Intrinsic motivation is defined as motivation derived

from the inherent satisfactions of an activity—it applies

when actions are experienced as interesting or enjoyable for

their own sake (Deci & Ryan, 1985b).

Harlow (1950) was, to our knowledge, the first scholar

to employ the term intrinsic motivation. He used it in ref-

erence to the persistence of primates, curiously working at

mechanical puzzles without reinforcements or rewards. In

fact, he was an early observer of an “undermining effect” of

rewards, noting that attempts to enhance curious behaviors

with reinforcements disrupted such intrinsic motivation.

Subsequently, White (1959), drawing on both comparative

psychology and developmental studies, argued that this

type of interest-driven behavior underlies much of human

social and cognitive development. Indeed, this idea of

an innate, natural propensity towards the exercise and

growth of capacities has been an important postulate in

the study of developmental and learning processes (Deci &

Ryan, 2013; Flavell, Miller, & Miller, 2002; Koestner &

McClelland, 1990).

Intrinsic motivation reflects a natural assimilative

tendency, which is evident in the active exploration,

manipulation, curiosity, and playful exercise of skills we

observe in healthy children. Intrinsically motivated play

and activity foster learning and the growth of competen-

cies, as developmental theorists have long argued (Harter,

2012). Also studied as mastery motivation, intrinsic moti-

vation is clearly evident in infancy (e.g., Yarrow et al.,

1975) and differentiates into more specific interests as

children grow (Deci & Ryan, 2013). Numerous studies

have linked intrinsic motivation to deeper learning (e.g.,

Grolnick & Ryan, 1987; Yamauchi & Tanaka, 1997),

creativity (e.g., Amabile, 1983), and other indicators of

high-quality assimilation.

Social Contexts and Intrinsic Motivation

Although intrinsic motivation is posited to be natural, its

unfolding and development is nonetheless viewed within

SDT as being dependent on specific social and contextual

nutrients (Deci & Ryan, 1985b; Ryan, 1993). A substantial

amount of research has therefore explored the effects of

various social contexts on intrinsic motivation, and this
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body of research has been described within a specific

mini-theory of SDT called cognitive evaluation theory

(CET; Deci & Ryan, 1985b). In brief, CET argues that

intrinsic motivation is dependent on experiences of both

autonomy and competence. Social contexts that are either

controlling or autonomy inhibiting (Grolnick & Ryan,

1989) or that lack challenges or feedback that supports

felt competence (e.g., Abuhamdeh & Csikszentmihalyi,

2012; Mouratids et al., 2013) are expected within CET to

diminish intrinsic motivation. In contrast, environments

that support autonomy (e.g., provide choice, are respon-

sive to initiatives) and competence (are well structured,

provide positive feedback) are expected to maintain or

enhance intrinsic motivation. Finally, in contradistinc-

tion to social-cognitive approaches (e.g., Bandura, 1989),

CET holds that that intrinsic motivation requires auton-

omy satisfactions; self-efficacy alone will not sustain this

spontaneous form of activity.

Studies testing CET have been done with toddlers to

adults, allowing us to draw inferences about some fun-

damental, age-invariant aspects of intrinsic motivation.

One type of evidence comes from experimental studies.

In the typical paradigm children or adults work on an

activity under different conditions that vary in terms of

contextual factors affecting perceived autonomy, perceived

competence, or both. Subsequently, intrinsic motivation is

assessed by a free-choice behavioral measure. Participants

are given a postexperimental period without demands, in

which the target activity is available along with alternative

activities (e.g., reading a magazine). The time partici-

pants spend spontaneously engaging the target activity is

recorded and used as the free-choice measure of intrinsic

motivation. Ratings of how interesting and enjoyable par-

ticipants find the task are a complementary measure of

intrinsic motivation.

One interesting factor affecting intrinsic motivation is

external rewards. CET postulates that because rewarded

participants are more likely to see the impetus or cause of

their activity as stemming from external sources, when they

are offered rewards for acting they are vulnerable to losing

an internal perceived locus of causality and sense of auton-

omy. When originally proposed (Deci, 1971), this CET

hypothesis was provocative because many psychologists

then held a view, based in operant psychology (Skinner,

1953), that all behavior was controlled by external contin-

gencies of reward and punishment. CET not only assumes

this is not the case, but moreover suggests that some types

of rewards that are very effective in shaping behavior can

at the same time yield detrimental effects on intrinsic

motivation, precisely because of their negative effect on

autonomy. In contrast when rewards are not controlling,

but rather provide more informational (or competence rel-

evant) feedback, they can be more motivationally positive

(Ryan, Mims, & Koestner, 1983).

Danner and Lonky (1981), combining Piagetian and

CET frameworks, presented a classic study illustrating

some of the developmental implications of this undermin-

ing effect of rewards on intrinsic motivation. Children were

classified with regard to their level of cognitive develop-

ment using a Piagetian assessment. They then worked on

additional cognitive tasks either explicitly for, or without,

externally offered rewards. Subsequently, children were

given a free choice period in which they were allowed

to select activities during a play opportunity. Children

who did not receive external rewards gravitated to tasks

that were optimally challenging—those stretching their

assessed cognitive capacities. In contrast, children who had

been externally rewarded sought easier tasks and avoided

challenges during free play. These results illustrate how

attempts to enhance development through controlling

rewards can backfire.

Another example comes from studies of young chil-

dren’s intrinsic interest in helping others, whichmany argue

is a deeply evolved human propensity (see Ryan & Hawley,

in press). To demonstrate that early altruism constitutes an

intrinsic or a natural inclination Warneken and Tomasello

(2008) created situations where 20-month-old toddlers

could help adults (e.g., pick up dropped objects). In one

condition they gave children a concrete reward every time

they helped, whereas children in another condition did not

get rewards. In a second phase, they found that children

previously rewarded for helping were less helpful than

those never rewarded. Presumably, the reward undermined

children’s spontaneous, intrinsically motivated tendency

to be helpful, a finding paralleling adult findings (e.g.,

Weinstein & Ryan, 2010). This experiment is notable in

finding the effect in children before they can cognitively

weight or discount the motives underlying their behavior,

ruling out so-called overjustification explanations of this

effect (e.g., Lepper, Greene, & Nisbett, 1973).

Despite a plethora of studies documenting undermining

effects, debate about the undermining effect was resparked

by Eisenberger and Cameron (1996). who presented a

meta-analyses of reward effects that seemingly contradicted

previously published summaries and meta-analyses on the

topic. In their analysis they surprisingly found no evidence

for an undermining effect by rewards, and they labeled

the undermining effect a myth. Their null findings were

immediately heralded by many behaviorists. Yet detecting

serious methodological problems, Deci, Koestner, and
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Ryan (1999) reanalyzed these experimental data, taking

care to include all studies summarized by Eisenberger

and Cameron (1996). The reanalysis, presented in Psy-

chological Bulletin, not only confirmed this well-known

undermining of intrinsic motivation by rewards, but more

importantly, supported the differentiated pattern of reward

and feedback effects on intrinsic motivation predicted by

CET. Data indicated that controlling reward contingencies

undermined intrinsic motivation, whereas noncontrolling

and informational rewards did not.

Many studies continue to document this important

effect. One study of particular interest focused on neu-

rological supports for intrinsic motivation (Murayama,

Matsumoto, Izuma, &Matsumoto, 2010), providing a new

way of demonstrating the undermining effect of rewards

on intrinsic motivation. These researchers had participants

engage in an interesting task under reward and no-reward

conditions, tracking activations with fMRI. The no-reward

group found the task interesting and cognitively engag-

ing, and these inherent satisfactions were associated with

meaningful striatal and lateral prefrontal cortical activity.

For the reward group, Murayama et al. (2010) provided

a performance-contingent monetary reward, and as pre-

dicted both striatal and lateral prefrontal cortical activity

increased significantly, suggesting that the reward added to

task motivation and engagement. Yet in a second phase of

the study, participants repeated the task, but in this phase

no rewards were offered. The researchers again examined

the striatal and lateral prefrontal cortical activity the

task generated. For participants in the prior no-reward

condition, striatal and lateral prefrontal cortical activation

were essentially stable; the task remained just as reward-

ing and engaging as before. Yet for those in the reward

condition, striatal and lateral prefrontal cortical activity

declined—the task now failed to generate pleasure (stria-

tum) or cognitive engagement (lateral prefrontal cortical),

as predicted by CET.

SDT scholars do not question the power of rewards

to control behavior. However, SDT emphasizes that, at

the same time, the very power of externally administered

rewards can also lead individuals away from their intrinsic

inclinations. Powerful extrinsic rewards, whether they be

tangible rewards or conditional love, can lead people to

forego autonomy, forget their values and preferences,

and neglect their interests and relationships. That is pre-

cisely what unhealthy regulation and alienation is all

about (Ryan & Deci, 2000a). Not only can controlling

rewards undermine intrinsic motivation, so can motiva-

tional tactics such as controlling praise (e.g., Ryan, 1982);

threats of punishment (e.g., Deci & Cascio, 1972); salient

surveillance (e.g., Enzle & Anderson, 1993; Plant & Ryan,

1985); controlling-directive language (e.g., Hooyman,

Wulf, & Lewthwaite, 2014; Reeve & Jang, 2006); and

grades (e.g., Pulfrey, Buch, & Butera, 2012). These and

other frequently used methods of controlling behavior can

have a psychological meaning, or functional significance, of

being controlling, which in turn negatively affects people’s

experience of autonomy and engagement. To the extent

that adults use salient prods, prompts, or pressures to

induce children to perform interesting activities, they are

likely to disrupt intrinsic motivation and autonomous

functioning (Assor et al., 2004).

Effects Across Developmental Periods

Although many experimental studies of intrinsic motiva-

tion have been in school and college settings, the effects of

autonomy support versus control on intrinsic motivation

are robust across developmental epochs and interpersonal

settings. We review some examples.

Earlier we cited studies by Grolnick and colleagues

(1984; 1985) in which infants and toddlers whose mothers

were more controlling evidenced less mastery motiva-

tion and persistence than those whose mothers more

actively supported their initiations and autonomous play.

As another illustration, Grolnick et al. (2002) observed

mothers and their third-grade children working together

on an assigned task of problem solving and constructing

poems. Following the interaction, children were asked to

complete similar tasks on their own, without their mothers

being present. Children whose mothers interacted with

them in a more controlling manner had performed just as

well as other children when with their mothers, but, when

completing tasks on their own, they were less accurate in

problem solving, and wrote less creative poems.

Deci, Driver, Hotchkiss, Robbins, and Wilson (1993)

looked at maternal autonomy support and control with

five- to seven-year-olds. They recorded mothers’ vocal-

izations during an interactive-play period, and had raters

code the interactions for autonomy supportive and con-

trolling contents. After sessions in which mothers were

rated, children’s intrinsic motivation was assessed using

persistence observations during solo play. Children whose

mothers were rated as more autonomy supportive were

more intrinsically motivated.

The significance for development of this general effect

concerning autonomy support and control on intrinsic

motivation cannot be overstated. Children’s exploration,

challenge seeking, and curiosity are inherent and natural

resources for cognitive and emotional development, and

a wellspring from which specific competencies derive.
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Also, when led by curiosity and exploration, children grad-

ually learn to discover their interests, a first step toward

pursuing their interests and gradually building their skills.

Yet this resource is curtailed by controlling environments.

Intrinsic motivational tendencies that support growth can

be stifled by even well meaning caretakers as they attempt

to elicit development through reinforcement or control.

The significance of intrinsic motivation, and the impact

of social contexts on it, has been documented in various

domains, including education, exercise, and work. For

example, within schools Deci, Schwartz, Sheinman,

and Ryan (1981) collected teacher’s reports about their

classroom motivational strategies before they met their

students for the year. Several weeks into the school year

Deci et al. (1981) returned to assess student motivation and

well-being. They found that students assigned to teachers

who were oriented toward supporting autonomy displayed

higher levels of curiosity, perceived cognitive competence,

and self-esteem than those assigned to teachers espousing

more controlling orientations. Ryan and Grolnick (1986)

reported parallel results using elementary school children’s

perceptions of their teachers. Notably, even in an “elec-

tive” domain such as sport, O’Rorke, Smith, Small, and

Cumming (2012) found that young athletes’ autonomy

for playing sport was related to the motivational climate

created by parents. Parents focused on mastery motiva-

tion with little ego-involvement had children with higher

levels of autonomy and intrinsic motivation for sport.

A prospective analysis over the course of a sport season

showed, in fact, that ego-involved parents had children

whose autonomy for playing decreased over the season.

Indeed there is now an extensive literature that continues

to document the beneficial effects of autonomy-supportive

socialization, including their generalizability across cul-

tures. For example, Chirkov and Ryan (2001), studied

Russian and U.S. high school students, finding that per-

ceived autonomy support from parents and teachers was

associated with more internalized academic motivation

and better mental health in both samples, to comparable

degrees. Jang, Reeve, Ryan, and Kim (2009), in a prospec-

tive study of South Korean high school students found that

teacher autonomy support predicted greater intrinsic moti-

vation in school. Jang, Kim, and Reeve (2012) extended

these findings in a multiwave longitudinal study of more

than 500 South Korean students, testing a complex path

model. As expected, teacher autonomy support enhanced

student need satisfaction and engagement, resulting in

better achievement. But reciprocal effects were also appar-

ent, such that when students’ need satisfaction was high,

teachers were influenced to be less controlling. This kind of

longitudinal approach reveals the complex dynamic effects

between autonomy support and autonomous motivation,

which are truly interpersonal and in which influences can

be reciprocal.

Intrinsic motivation is quite contextually sensitive, fluc-

tuating over time with perceived autonomy support. For

example, Tsai, Kunter, Ludtke, Trautwein, andRyan (2008)

showed that German public school students, followed over

multiple days in three different required courses, showed

considerable lesson-to-lesson variability in interest. Yet the

fluctuations were systematic: they were directly associated

with variability in teacher autonomy support. On days

when the teacher was more controlling students’ inter-

est waned. These findings were extended by Mouratidis,

Vansteenkiste, Lens, and Sideridis (2011). Rather than

following daily variations in perceived teaching behavior,

they instructed teachers to randomly build in autonomy

supportive segments within their more typical teaching

approaches. In classes where the strategies were inserted

adolescents reported enjoying the class more and feeling

more vital and energized. Moreover, these effects from

inserting autonomy-supportive strategies were specifically

accounted for by students’ reports of autonomy need

satisfaction.

Factors that support a person’s autonomy can, of

course, enhance interest and intrinsic motivation. For

example, a meta-analysis by Patall, Cooper, and Robinson

(2008) showed that in general the affordance of meaningful

choices to people has an enhancing effect on intrinsic moti-

vation (see also Katz & Assor, 2007). Autonomy support is

also conveyed by taking the person’s internal frame of ref-

erence, or understanding their point of view (Deci & Ryan,

1985b; Koestner, et al., 1984). In fact, Patall, Dent, Oyer,

and Wynn (2012) found that teachers’ perspective taking

and provision of choice were both autonomy-enhancing

factors for high school students. Such studies indicate

that providing choice and acknowledging perspectives

can enhance intrinsic motivation, as these events leave

individuals feeling more autonomous.

Summary

Experiments and field studies in diverse domains, includ-

ing parenting, teaching, and coaching suggest that social

contexts that are experienced as controlling (i.e., as pres-

sure to think, feel, or behave in specific ways) undermine

autonomy, resulting in diminished intrinsic motivation

and more negative self-related emotions. In contrast,

contexts that are autonomy supportive (i.e., that consider
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the individual’s frame of reference, provide choice, and

encourage self-initiation) have positive effects on intrinsic

motivation and persistence.

Internalization: Assimilating Social Regulations and Values

The Internalization Continuum

Intrinsic motivation is a prototype of autonomous moti-

vation that occurs spontaneously, as an expression of our

active, assimilative human nature. Many behaviors, how-

ever are not intrinsically interesting, but parents, school

systems, or other authorities believe them to be in children’s

best interests and therefore important for them to acquire.

Although parents and teachers, as primary socializing

agents, attempt to motivate children to perform such activ-

ities, the methods they use vary. Some may be controlling

and authoritarian, forcing the child to conform to norms

or expectations; others may be autonomy supportive,

influencing through reasoning, modeling, and guidance of

choices. SDT predicts that whereas controlling methods

foster at best short-term compliance, autonomy support,

structure, and involvement in conjunction enhance the

internalization and integration of behavioral regulations.

Ryan, Connell, and Deci (1985) defined internalization

within SDT as the means through which individuals can

become more autonomous in performing an activity that

was initially externally prompted. In this view internal-

ization is an active process of selecting and transforming

ambient regulations into personally endorsed values or

motivational propensities. Through internalization, people

acquire values and behaviors that allow them to be effec-

tive, connect with others, and experience volition—that

is, to get their psychological needs met. When functioning

optimally, the internalization process results in values and

regulations that are more self-endorsed, that is, are fully

integrated within the self.

SDT further hypothesizes that supports for autonomy,

competence, and relatedness are necessary for such opti-

mal, integrated internalization (Deci & Ryan, 2000; Ryan,

1993). Unfortunately, these ideal contextual conditions are

not widely prevalent, and full integration of regulations

is not often attained. Instead, when socializing agents

are controlling or uninvolved, internalization results in

values and regulations that are only poorly internal-

ized. SDT therefore places importance on distinguishing

between types of internalization for predicting the nature

and quality of behavioral and psychological functioning.

Specifically, SDT specifies a continuum of regulatory styles

that spans from low to high autonomy for acting.

At the low end is external regulation, which describes

extrinsically motivated behavior that is initiated and main-

tained by external rewards or punishment avoidance.

A child who does chores to avoid parental nagging would

be externally regulated, as would one who does them to

get tangibly rewarded. External regulation is characterized

by a lack of internalization, and although external rewards

and punishments can be powerful motivators, externally

regulated behavior is poorly maintained in the absence of

direct control.

Somewhat more autonomous is regulation based on

introjection. Introjected regulation is motivated by feelings

of self-worth and loveability for acting as one should, and

guilt or self-disparagement for failing to meet the stan-

dards or goals. Introjected regulation is thus often rigid and

accompanied by feelings of internal pressure and tension.A

child who does chores because she feels pressured to avoid

feeling guilty and to feel like a “good girl” is displaying

introjection. Indeed, introjection supplies the developmen-

tal basis for internally controlling regulation, as exemplified

in ego involvement (Ryan, 1982), contingent self-worth

(Deci & Ryan, 1995; Kernis, 2003), and self-critical perfec-

tionism (Frost et al., 1993; Soenens, Vansteenkiste, Duriez,

Luyten, & Goossens, 2005). Accordingly, research has

related introjection to rigidity, anxiety, self-derogation,

and other maladaptive patterns (e.g., Assor, Vansteenkiste,

& Kaplan, 2009; Weinstein, Deci, & Ryan, 2011).

Still somewhat higher on this continuum of autonomy

is identified regulation of behavior. In this type of regula-

tion the person consciously identifies with a value or behav-

ioral goal—accepting it as his or her own. It is therefore

enacted with less resistance and conflict, and often with

persistence, diligence, and efforts based in valuing. Chil-

dren who clean their rooms because they understand that a

clean room allows them to more easily find what they need

have concurred with the importance of cleaning, that is,

they have more fully internalized the value and reason for

cleaning. Finally, integrated regulation represents the most

autonomous form of internalized regulation, as it indicates

that an identified value and its accompanying regulatory

process have been reciprocally assimilated with other val-

ues and important personal goals. Various identified values

may be more or less challenging to integrate, but if inte-

grated, are wholeheartedly endorsed and performed.

These four modes of extrinsic regulation lie along a con-

tinuum of relative internalization and autonomy, where

external regulation represents the least internalized and

autonomousmode and integrated regulation represents the

most internalized and autonomous mode of extrinsically
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motivated behavior. Intrinsic motivation is also on the

high autonomy end of this dimension, yet does not require

internalization of regulation as the behavior already spon-

taneously manifests when people act out of enjoyment

and interest. Considerable evidence backs up the con-

tinuum nature of this array. Ryan and Connell (1989)

provided the initial studies assessing children’s external,

introjected, identified and intrinsic regulatory styles, and

their data confirmed that these were reliably ordered along

a continuum of increasing autonomy. Moreover, the more

autonomous forms of regulation (identified and intrinsic)

were positively correlated with positive affect and proactive

coping, whereas the less autonomous forms (external and

introjected) were correlated with negative affect and mal-

adaptive coping. Introjection, in particular, was associated

with anxiety and anxiety amplification following failure,

highlighting the inner stress and tension associated with

this internally controlling form of regulation.

Enhancing internalization and integration is a valuable

goal in its own right, yet when students have more

autonomous forms of motivation they also tend to

more deeply process the learning material (Sobral 2004;

Yamauchi & Tanaka, 1998), to be more fully absorbed in

the task at hand (e.g., Abuhamdeh & Csikszentmihalyi,

2012), and to perform better. For example, De Naeghel,

Van Keer, Vansteenkiste, and Rosseel (2012) examined

elementary students’ motives for reading, both in school

and in leisure time. They found that more internalized,

autonomous motives not only related positively to teacher-

rated engagement in reading, but also to children’s scores

on a standardized reading comprehension test. At the other

end of educational development, Kusurkar, TenCate, Vos,

Westers, and Croiset (2013) found that autonomous moti-

vation is positively associated with the use of a deeper

study strategy and better GPA in medical students. In fact,

a recent meta-analysis by Cerasoli, Nicklin, and Ford

(2014) supports this pattern of findings, with intrinsic/

autonomous motivation predicting both better quality

and quantity performance, while incentives related only to

better quantity performance.

The relations of internalization and autonomy to higher

quality behavior are not limited to learning and achieve-

ment domains. For example, Ryan and Connell (1989)

found that more autonomous regulation in the prosocial

domain was associated with greater empathy, more mature

moral reasoning, and more relatedness. Blais, Sabourin,

Boucher, and Vallerand (1990) assessed adults’ reasons

for maintaining their primary relationship, finding that

regulatory styles representing lower autonomy were nega-

tively associated with dyadic adjustment and relationship

satisfaction. Ryan, Rigby, and King (1993) examined the

internalization of religious values, finding that introjected

regulation of religious behaviors was positively associated

with symptoms of depression, anxiety, and low self-esteem,

whereas identified regulation was negatively associated

with these indicators of ill-being. Neyrinck, Vansteenkiste,

Lens, Hutsebaurt, and Duriez (2006) found that greater

internalization of religious activities was associated with a

more open and flexible interpretation of doctrines, stronger

adherence to beliefs, and greater well-being. In the health

care domain, Williams, Rodin, Ryan, Grolnick, and Deci

(1998) showed that patients who had more strongly inter-

nalized the self-importance of taking their medication

were more likely to effectively take them. Finally, although

parents constitute primary socialization figures in the

transmission of values, only the autonomous agreement

with parental values relates positively to well-being, even

after for controlling for the degree of parent-child agree-

ment as such (Knafo &Assor, 2007). Across these domains

and others, findings consistently show that the more

autonomous people’s motives, the more effective their

functioning and psychological experiences.

Social Contexts and Internalization

Given these benefits of fuller internalization, the develop-

mental conditions that foster or facilitate internalization

and autonomous regulation are an important focus of

research. Although like intrinsic motivation, internaliza-

tion is hypothesized within SDT to be a natural process

(Ryan & Hawley, in press), it too requires specific nutrients

and supports from the social context. In fact, all three

needs are critical to foster the full integration of socially

prescribed norms and values. That is, a sense of compe-

tence is an important yet not sufficient condition for fuller

internalization of an activity, as one can feel fairly compe-

tent, yet externally pressured to do the activity. Similarly,

a sense of relatedness is conducive to taking in the behav-

ioral regulation, yet a sense of internal conflict can still be

underlying the behavior if it is emitted to avoid feelings

of disloyalty and guilt vis-à-vis the socialization figure.

For full internalization to occur, a sense of autonomy is

critical. Consistent with this idea, Markland and Tobin

(2010) showed that the satisfaction of the three needs maps

in theoretically meaningful ways to the different types of

regulation for exercising. Whereas relatedness satisfaction

yielded a unique positive association with introjected reg-

ulation, it is only when all three needs were fulfilled, that

the exercisers identified with the importance of exercising.

To promote autonomy need satisfaction and subse-

quent internalization, the use of control has been found
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to be harmful, whereas provision of autonomy support

has been shown to be critical, a finding that generalizes

across cultures (e.g., Ahmad, Vansteenkiste, & Soenens,

2013; Barber, Stolz, & Olsen, 2005; Chirkov et al., 2011;

Jang et al., 2009). There are many elements to autonomy

support, but they all start from an empathic grasping of

an individual’s perspective so as to better understand why

the person refuses to engage in the noninteresting activity.

By taking the frame of reference of the that person, the

socializing agents can provide a more relevant and mean-

ingful rationale, provide additional competence-enhancing

information, if needed, and offer choices concerning how

and when an activity is carried out. Along with support

for relatedness, provision of such autonomy support and

structure deepens internalization and contributes to social

integration and wellness.

The critical role of need-supportive socialization for

children’s internalization has been documented in dozens

of studies. For instance, in the study by Grolnick and

Ryan (1989), parents who were rated as more autonomy

supportive from interviews had children whose motivation

for schoolwork was more fully internalized. Notably, many

parents who were rated as controlling were clearly involved

in their children’s lives, and many were well intended, some

highly invested in their children’s success (Wuyts et al., in

press). Yet in attempting to control the children to ensure

that they attained certain outcomes, they often failed to

promote their children’s ownership of these goals or the

children’s personal investment in achievement, instead

creating a reliance on external regulation.

As noted, the practice of parental conditional regard

(PCR), or the degree to which a parent shows more atten-

tion and affection after compliance or success, and less

affection and attention after noncompliance or failure, has

received increasing recent attention. For instance, Assor

et al. (2004), studying four domains (i.e., academics, sports,

prosocial behavior, emotion regulation), showed that stu-

dent perceptions of PCR, assessed separately for mothers

and fathers, predicted compliant behavior that was largely

based in introjection and inner compulsion. PCR appeared

also negatively associated with identification and feeling

a sense of choice about the activities, whereas PCR was

positively related to contingent self-esteem, shame, guilt

after failure, and short-lived satisfaction after success—all

variables one would expect to be associated with intro-

jection. Most tellingly, students who experienced more

PCR also reported more anger and resentment toward

their parents.

Interestingly, the negative repercussion of PCR may not

only manifest at the personal, but also at the interpersonal

level. Moller, Roth, Niemiec, and Deci (2014) found that

late adolescents who experienced parents as being higher

on PCR not only reported less secure attachments with

them; they also reported more conditional regard and less

secure attachments with their current romantic partners

and best friends. The experience of being conditionally

regarded thus appears to generalize from experiences of

parents to other close relationships. Along similar lines,

Soenens, Vansteenkiste, Goossens, Duriez, and Niemiec

(2008) found that parental psychological control, which

compromises conditional regard as one of its central com-

ponents, was associated with more physical aggression and

poorer peer relationships

Conditional regard, as a form of internally control-

ling parenting, can be differently valenced—it can take

a more seductive form of positive parental conditional

regard, involving the provision of more attention and

affection than usual in case of desirable child behavior,

and a more punitive form of negative conditional regard,

involving the withholding or even withdrawal of atten-

tion and affection in case of undesirable child behavior.

Although most theorists might expect negative PCR to be

problematic, some approaches (e.g., many social learning

and cognitive approaches) might argue that positive PCR

is an effective form of parenting. Indeed, some theorists

appear to justify and even advocate tiger mom tactics that

involve the display of PCR (e.g., Fu & Markus, 2014).

Unfortunately, it appears the also positive PCR comes

with a cost. For instance, Roth, Assor, Niemiec, Ryan, and

Deci (2009) showed that parents using positive PCR to

promote academic success had adolescents who reported

internal compulsion to do school work rather than a sense

of autonomy, and their teachers’ reported them to be

grade-focused. In addition, extending Assor et al.’s (2004)

findings, these adolescents’ reported greater resentment

toward parents. Negative PCR was also related to resent-

ment of parents, and was related negatively with school

engagement. Thus negative PCR does not promote inter-

nalization (not even introjection) although years earlier

Sears et al. (1957) had proposed that it would. Most likely

the parents who used love withdrawal in their samples also

used positive conditional regard, and it may have been

the positive PCR that led to their proposal. In a second

study by Roth et al. (2009), positive PCR was compared

to autonomy support as parenting methods for children’s

school achievement. Results showed that both mothers’

and fathers’ positive PCR were positively related to the

child exhibiting grade-focused engagement, and negatively

to interest-focused engagement. Further, these relations

were mediated by the experience of internal compulsion
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(i.e., introjection), as predicted. In contrast, autonomy

support from each parent predicted interest-focused

engagement, a relation that was mediated by a sense

of choice.

While internally controlling strategies, such as condi-

tional regard, may elicit partial internalization of parental

demands through introjection, parents’ reliance on exter-

nal controls is likely to merely elicit external regulation,

representing a complete lack of internalization of the

behavioral regulation. Even more, in response to external

controls, children may be noncompliant or even reactive.

In an illustrative observational study among Mexican chil-

dren, Brunstein (1994) showed that parents’ engagement in

externally controlling practices (e.g., orders, reprimands,

and threats) related positively to both children’s observed

inattentive obedience and their passive and rather blunt

resistance to comply with parents’ requests. More recently,

Talwar and Lee (2011) conducted a field experiment com-

paring two West African schools, which strongly varied in

terms of their use of physical punishment as a discipline

practice. Specifically, 3–4-year-olds of the one school, who

were very frequently exposed to the physical punishment,

were 12 times more likely to lie during a toy game and to

conceal their lies.

Thus, for socializing agents to promote internalization

and ownership of regulations, a controlling approach

would best be avoided. Yet the absence of control does

not imply the absence of guidance, as would be the case

with a laissez-faire climate. What is critical for children to

begin to internalize societal expectations is that prescribed

behaviors and limits need to be clearly communicated; in

other words, sufficient structure and guidance need to be

provided. Furthermore, in communicating and monitoring

these limits, an autonomy-supportive style is essential.

Consistent with this, Vansteenkiste, et al. (2014) showed

that the style of introducing prohibitions to adolescents

affects their acceptance of (i.e., internalization) versus

oppositional defiance against the prohibitions. Specifically,

their one-year longitudinal study revealed that a more

autonomy-supportive style of introducing and monitor-

ing prohibitions elicited greater identification with and

ownership of the limits, while a perceived controlling style

predicted either increases in externally enforced compli-

ance with the prohibitions or oppositional defiance against

them. Notably, these effects were found to be reciprocal

such that a virtuous positive cycle unfolded when auton-

omy support was salient, and a vicious negative cycle was

instigated in the case of a controlling style. These effects

occurred regardless of whether the prohibitions had a

more personal character (e.g., friendships) or were moral

in nature.

Summary

A crucial task for socializing agents is to transmit norms,

values, and regulations, such that children and adolescents

will not stick to these norms out of strict, slavish obedience

but rather out of volitional commitment, presumably

because they have come to fully own (i.e., internalize) the

norms. Whereas controlling socialization practices, such

as positive PCR from parents, can produce compliant

behavior, it is often at the cost of a sense of volition to

behave. Negative PCR and more externally controlling

practices may even be more counterproductive, eliciting

at best externally driven obedience, and, at worst, anger

and resentment as well as blunt defiance against requested

norms. What is needed to foster full internalization of

norms is an autonomy-supportive approach in combina-

tion with clear communication of expectations (structure)

and involved guidance.

Emotion Regulation

Distinguishing Different Styles of Emotion Regulation

Similar to the process of internalization, the develop-

ment of emotional self-regulation can be conceptualized

as movement from reliance on outside sources to

identify, modulate, and regulate affect, toward a growing

capacity for autonomous, flexible, and adaptive regu-

lation (Cicchetti, Ganiban, & Barnett, 1991; Grolnick

et al., 1996). Deci and Ryan (1985b) early on drew from

Greenspan (1979) in referring to the development of regu-

latory processes for autonomously managing emotions as

integration at the internal boundary. This was contrasted

with the development of regulatory processes for engaging

in behaviors deemed important by the social world as

integration at the external boundary. Although these two

developmental functions, referred to, respectively, as the

development of emotion regulation and internalization,

are distinct, they are similar in many respects. Both involve

gaining the capacities to regulate oneself with respect to

behavior that is not intrinsically motivated and both entail

a developmental progression in which the child gradually

relies less on cues and structures from the social context

and more on internal cues and structures. Equally clear,

deficits in the regulation of emotion and the ability to

use emotions to appropriately inform or guide behavior

are cardinal features of most forms of psychopathology.

Accordingly, we turn now to this critical issue of emotional

regulation and its healthy development.

We begin with acknowledging the complexity of emo-

tions, and the multiple dimensions that impact upon

their regulation and expression (see Cacioppo, Bernston,
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Sheridan, & McClintock, 2000). In particular, there are

salient individual differences in people’s tendencies to

experience emotions (e.g., Gable, Reis, & Elliot, 2000)

based on both genetic and temperament-based factors and

their interactions with early environmental events. Indi-

vidual difference factors make the problem of emotional

regulation and integration much more formidable for some

persons, whose sensitivity or lack thereof make the task

of accessing, modulating, expressing, and using emotions

much more challenging (Assor et al., 2004). Nonetheless,

any reasonable summary of that complex literature makes

clear that even given such individual differences or tenden-

cies, social environments play a significant and interactive

role in fostering healthy emotion regulation (Vansteenkiste

& Ryan, 2013). To more concretely understand what it is

about social environments that can facilitate versus debili-

tate a growing person’s capacities for emotional awareness

and regulation first requires a clear conception of what

healthy emotion regulation involves.

SDT’s conceptualization of healthy emotional reg-

ulation begins with the assumption that emotions are

informational inputs essential to guiding action and growth

(Deci & Ryan, 1985b). In this view, specific emotions are

neither good nor bad; they simply provide organismically

valuable guidance (Deci & Ryan, 2000; Parrott, 1993).

A similar view is expressed by Levenson (1999), who

suggested that emotions provide organisms with a built-in

feedback system that signal them to inspect, explore

and evaluate their environment and act in accord with

that evaluation.

SDT views wellness in terms of a person being fully

functioning—being able to exercise potentials, connect

with others, find meaning, and experience vitality. This

eudaimonic view (Ryan, Curren, & Deci, 2013) suggests

that rich access to both positive and negative feelings, a

capacity to express them, and the ability to integrate and

use them to inform one’s behaviors and goals is optimal.

This in turn supports personal growth, self-acceptance,

and abilities to intimately connect with others.

To capture this quality of emotional regulation we dis-

tinguish emotional integration as an autonomous form of

emotional regulation from notions of emotional control and

emotional dysregulation. Specifically, emotional integra-

tion involves a differentiated awareness of one’s emotional

states and the capacity to use this sensitivity and aware-

ness in the volitional regulation of action. Autonomous

behavioral functioning is dependent on emotional inte-

gration, because emotions, when openly received, supply

essential information that guides one in setting goals and

adjusting them toward the fulfillment of psychological

needs (Ryan et. al 2006). Healthy emotional integration is

thus characterized by an allowing of and interest in inner

experience, rather than the control or stifling of emotions

(Deci, Ryan, Schultz, & Niemiec, in press).

Yet emotions can be experienced as more than just

information; they can be experienced as evaluative and

controlling, as when affect overwhelms self-regulation or

automatically drives action. Even the etymology of the

term emotion conveys this idea of a force that propels

motion. Alternatively, emotions can be so overcontrolled

such that people lose access to them, and in such cases

the emotions can fail to move the individuals when they

should. Controlled emotional regulation is manifest

through the ignorance, suppression, or denial of emo-

tions and, as we will see later, is implicated in specific

forms of psychopathology and ill-being. Accordingly any

conception of healthy or integrated emotional regulation

is based neither on emotions controlling people nor on

people controlling (e.g., suppressing) their emotions. When

the self can access feelings without being controlled by

them, the opportunity for autonomous self-regulation is

maximized. This of course is a capacity that only develops

over time and that requires contextual supports, in the

form of guidance and need satisfaction.

Indeed, the process of increasingly integrating one’s

emotions and regulatory capacities is a continuation of

the work a child does in gaining regulatory capacities with

respect to emotions, but it represents a mature version of

that process. Whereas emotional regulation is concerned

with the modulation of emotional experience and expres-

sion, emotional integration is concerned with the flexibility

and choice people feel in the regulation of emotions and

emotion-related actions. Individuals high in emotional

integration are more likely to be receptive to emotional

signals, to take interest in them, and to experience them

as valuable inputs to actions. In contrast, if regulatory

processes are rigidly introjected and thus in conflict with

the emotions, people are likely to suppress the feelings and

thus ignore their personal meaning.

Consistent with the idea that integrative emotional

regulation allows for a more open and nondefensive pro-

cessing of emotion-related stimuli, Roth et al. (in press)

showed that, after having seen a fear-eliciting movie, indi-

viduals high in emotional integration were more likely to

make use of self-referenced words, to make use of causal

language and to write in the past tense, all indicative of a

more open and full processing of the emotional event. In

contrast, individuals high in suppressive regulation made

use of fewer self-referenced and past tense wording, while

at the same time using less negative emotional words, all

indicative of the avoidance and lack of processing of the

negative event.
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This capacity for integrative emotion regulation of

one’s fear and sadness has also been found to promote a

greater ability to support a romantic partner’s difficulties

in handling negative emotions (Roth & Assor, 2012).

In contrast, suppressive regulation or dysregulation of

fear and sadness was found to compromise individuals’

capacity for intimacy. Individuals who tended to suppress

fears and sadness reported more difficulties in disclosing

negative emotions vis-à-vis their romantic partner, as well

as feeling less capable of providing emotional support to

their partner. Individuals who tended toward emotion

dysregulation equally reported being less able to support

their partner emotionally, presumably because they were

so overwhelmed by their own negative emotions. Bren-

ning, Soenens, Van Petegem, and Vansteenkiste (in press)

further showed that self-esteem is affected by emotion

regulation. They reported that increases in integrative

regulation covaried with increases in self-esteem among

young adolescents over a one-year interval. In contrast,

increased use of suppressive regulation predicted increases

in depressive symptoms.

Autonomy as an Antecedent of Emotional Integration

A number of studies have examined whether greater

autonomy would be associated with more effective emo-

tion regulation, and better long-term coping with negative

events. For instance, Weinstein and Hodgins (2009) had

participants view an emotionally distressing movie twice,

at least a day apart. The film was a graphic Hiroshima–

Nagasaki documentary that was challenging to assim-

ilate. In an initial study they showed that participants

with greater trait autonomy, when given an opportunity

to express emotional reactions, later had more positive

well-being, energy, and memory after the second viewing.

In a second study they created situational motivation

by priming autonomy and control. Results showed that

dispositionally controlled individuals received the same

benefits as autonomous individuals, but only when primed

with autonomy and encouraged to express emotions.

Weinstein and Hodgins (2009) coded the contents of the

emotion expressions and found that the positive outcomes

associated with autonomy were mediated by nondefensive

processing, as reflected in varied indices such as more

self-referencing, more words reflecting internal cognitive

processes, and lower use of concrete words. In short, their

results suggest that autonomy facilitates ownership and

expression of feelings, enhancing emotional integration

over time.

Koestner, Bernieri, and Zuckerman (1992) explored the

relation of autonomy to the integration and synchrony

of emotions, cognitions, and behavior. They separated

participants into a more autonomy-oriented group and

a more control-oriented one (Deci & Ryan, 1985a) and

then explored the consistency of behaviors, attitudes,

and traits within each of these two groups. In the first of

two experiments, they found high correlations between

behavioral persistence and self-reports of intrinsic interest

within the autonomy-oriented group, but no significant

correlations within the control-oriented group, suggesting

less congruence in the latter. In a second study, Koest-

ner et al. (1992) had participants complete a measure of

conscientiousness, and then gave them an opportunity to

behave conscientiously in succeeding days. Participants’

self-reported conscientiousness and their actual conscien-

tious behaviors were significantly more highly correlated

within the autonomous group than the controlled group.

Self-ratings and peer ratings of conscientiousness were

also more highly correlated for the autonomy oriented.

Together these studies provide support for the proposition

that autonomy is associated with greater congruence

among traits, behaviors, and feelings, reflecting greater

integration in personality functioning.

Related to the issue of emotion regulation and integra-

tion is that of people’s open versus defensive functioning.

Openness versus defense can be manifest in various ways,

but in social interactions it entails being honest, transpar-

ent, trusting and receptive, whereas defense in contrast

entails concealment, distrust, and often self-distortion of

experience (Hodgins&Knee, 2002). Investigating openness

versus defensiveness using a diary methodology, Hodgins

et al. (1996) found that people with a more autonomous

orientation evidenced more disclosure, trust in others, and

honesty in their daily interpersonal interactions, whereas

those with a controlled orientation showed lower honesty

and openness.

Another indicator of openness versus defensiveness

concerns the alignment or congruence between implicit

and explicit attitudes andmotives. Thrash and Elliot (2002)

found that persons higher in trait autonomy had lower

discrepancies between implicit (projective) and explicit

(self-report) assessments of achievement motivation.

Hodgins, Brown, and Carver (2007) found that control-

primed individuals evidenced greater discrepancies

between explicit and implicit self-esteem. Weinstein, Ryan,

and colleagues (2012) found that children of controlling

parents showed a greater discrepancy between their implic-

itly assessed sexual attractions to same sex others and their

self-reports of sexual orientation. This discrepancy, in

turn, related to greater hostility toward gay targets, indica-

tive of reaction formation (Freud, 1966). In other words,
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parental autonomy thwarting can foster incongruence,

and the defensive behaviors it spawns. Indeed, the mere

priming of a controlled orientation has been sufficient to

elicit defensive responding, as indexed by the use of hostile

humor (Weinstein, Hodgins, & Ostvik-White, 2011), the

avoidance of negative experiences (Hodgins, Yacko, &

Gottlieb, 2006), or avoidance of emotionally distressing

information (Weinstein, Deci, et al., 2011; Weinstein &

Hodgins, 2009). Across these studies of emotional integra-

tion and congruence it seems clear that controlled people

show less integrity, whereas autonomy is conducive to

more integration in both attitudes and less defensive and

more open functioning.

Social Contexts: Developing Emotional Integration

The development of capacities to regulate and integrate

emotions in flexible and autonomous ways is assumed

within SDT to be supported by responsive, need sup-

portive caregivers. Grolnick, Bridges, and Connell (1996)

explored this with 12- to 32-month-old children. They

observed toddlers in two stressful situations: waiting to

play with an attractive toy (or to eat a food) and having a

brief separation from mother. The children’s emotionality

(upset) and strategies to regulate this upset were coded.

Results supported an autonomy continuum in that the

more autonomous strategies were associated with the least

upset, whereas the more controlled or passive strategies

were associated with the most upset. Further, there were

increases with age in the use of autonomous, proactive

strategies, indicating development of emotion regulation

through these toddler years.

As noted, the regulation of emotions and impulses can

be done in a fairly controlling way. Some children, when in

a negatively arousing situation such as being asked to delay

gratification, exert great effort, forcing themselves to push

emotions out of their minds. But controlling themselves in

this way requires attention and energy, which can dimin-

ish the capacity for adaptive engagement with the environ-

ment. When used as a chronic way to deal with distress, it

leads children to experience being controlled by their own

harsh thoughts and to display nonadaptive engagement. In

contrast, other children in the same stressful settings may

be more flexible (i.e., less rigid and pressured) in dealing

with the situation, for example by doing alternative activi-

ties or expressing their disappointment or frustration, sig-

nifying that they have developed more adaptive capacities

for both accessing and regulating emotion.

This developing capacity for emotional regulation

is not just a function of time and maturation. In fact,

it is very much an interpersonal process. It is in the

interpersonal realm, within which caregivers regulate

children’s expressed emotions more or less responsively

and effectively, that children learn to regulate their own

emotions. Autonomy-supportive interpersonal contexts

are theorizedwithin SDT to afford access to and expression

of emotional experience, and to facilitate more reflective

engagement and executive guidance of subsequent behav-

ioral regulation (Grolnick et al., 1996; Gross & John,

2002). Calkins and Johnson (1998) found evidence for this

in demonstrating that mothers’ use of positive guidance

(akin to an autonomy-support approach) was associated

with greater use of distraction and constructive coping in

emotion inducing situations. On the other hand, children

of mothers who used high levels of negative control during

free play spent more time orienting to a desired but forbid-

den stimulus. They used less self-distraction and were less

physiologically well regulated during a waiting situation

relative to those of mothers who used less negative control.

Grolnick, Kurowski, McMenamy, Rivkin, and Bridges

(1998) also examined strategies mothers use to help their

young children regulate distress. Children of mothers

who maintained their active assistance beyond what the

children needed were less able to regulate their distress

when on their own. Thus, while responsiveness to distress

was important, parents who took responsibility for reg-

ulating children’s distress and did not allow the children

opportunities to self-regulate appeared to undermine chil-

dren’s self-regulatory capacities. Because the capacity to

effectively modulate distress is so integral to mental health

and the prevention of psychopathology, an environment

supporting this capacity is of crucial importance.

More recently, Roth, Asssor, et al. (2009) showed in a

sample of ninth-grade adolescents that parents who made

use of conditional regard when adolescents expressed

negative emotions (e.g., showing less acceptance and pos-

itive regard) had children who more frequently engaged

in suppressive regulation of emotions, reported greater

dysregulation of emotions and more resentment vis-à-vis

the parents. In contrast, both mother and father autonomy

support related to children showing greater integrative

regulation of negative emotions. These adolescents allowed

their emotions to be more fully experienced and could

then, with a greater sense of choice, decide whether and

how to express them. Along similar lines, Roth, Ron,

and Benita (2009) showed that parents’ use of condi-

tional regard related to reduced disclosure of difficulties

at school among 14–16-year-old teenagers. Presumably,

with contingently regarding parents, children tend to

keep the encountered problems for themselves rather than

opening up, as they anticipate critical reactions from their
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mothers. A longitudinal study of adolescents by Brenning

et al. (in press) further supported these associations. They

found that parental autonomy support predicted increases

in emotional integration and decreases in suppressive

emotion regulation, whereas higher levels of emotional

dysregulation were related to lower perception of parental

autonomy support.

Further, Roth and Assor (2010) showed that the costs of

a controlling parenting approach are apparent by the ages

of five or six. Parents reported the degree to which they

used both conditional regardwith their children to socialize

them regarding regulation of sad emotions. These parent

reports were then related to various assessments of their

children’s emotional skills. Results indicated that parental

use of conditional regard was related to children being less

aware of sad feelings in themselves, less able to recognize

sad feelings in other children, and less empathic in respond-

ing to other children who felt sad.

Although parents’ display of contingent regard for

showing negative emotions may lead them to suppress

their negative emotions, it is also often the case that some

parents may pressure their children to express (rather

than withhold) negative emotions (Roth & Assor, 2012).

Although such a practice may seem benign at first sight

because negative emotions get shared, the pressure to

share negative emotions to gain parental appreciation

may come at the cost of adequate emotion regulation.

Consistent with this, late adolescents experiencing condi-

tional regard to express negative emotions reported more

emotional dysregulation, which hampered their capacity

for intimate relations with romantic partners. In contrast,

an autonomy-supportive approach was related to more

integrative emotion regulation.

Summary

Developing the capacities for respecting others and

delaying gratification represents a central agenda from

toddlerhood through adulthood; it involves learning when

and how it is reasonable and appropriate to express one’s

feelings and being able to use that information in a way

that enhances the autonomous regulation of behavior.

Thus, emotional regulation entails children internalizing

caregiver-provided values and regulatory structures to

manage their internal urges—a process that, similar to the

internalization of behavioral regulations for uninteresting

tasks, is facilitated by supports for the children’s basic

psychological needs. Although differences in autonomous

functioning contribute to a greater congruence between

felt emotions, held thoughts, and enacted behaviors, dif-

ferences in contextual need support also played a role.

Previous studies suggest that controlling parental practices

regarding emotions, whether involving pressure to keep

negative emotions to oneself or to express them before

one is ready to do so, come with costs. In contrast,

need-supportive parents respect the children’s rhythm and

pace of expressing emotions, displaying an active interest

and concern with what is emotionally salient for them.

They also set appropriate limits on behavior while allowing

adequate expression of feelings. This facilitates the chil-

dren’s attunement to the social world, and acceptance of

self in the process of adapting to it.

Identity Formation

An SDT View of Identity and Self

Identity formation is among the most formidable of devel-

opmental challenges (Kroger & Marcia, 2011; Soenens

& Vansteenkiste, 2011). This is especially so in modern

cultures within which apparent options for identities are

greater than ever before and in which there are fewer of the

explicit vertical constraints that have historically channeled

people into preordained roles and identities (Ryan & Deci,

2011). For many scholars this fluidity and opportunity

for choice represents a potential for persons to be better

matched in their life roles with their interests and sensibili-

ties (see Appiah, 2005), whereas other scholars emphasize

the psychological burdens that such latitude and choice

present to developing individuals (e.g., Schwartz, 2000).

Both positions have substantial evidence in their favor.

Identities are self-representations—they are what and

who people understand and describe themselves to be.

Once adopted, maintaining and defending identities

can be a strong motivator of behaviors, and can orient

people’s learning, behaviors, and friendships (Vallerand,

2010). Different types of identities can be distinguished

(Vignoles, Schwartz, & Luyckx, 2011), with some being

more personal (e.g., personal interests), others being social

in nature (e.g., roles), and still others being collective

in nature, thereby reflecting the groups and institutions

with which we are affiliated, and supplying varied venues

through which people can be recognized and valued.

Particularly during adolescent and young adult years,

a challenging task is to form a meaningful identity that

will serve to organize and guide an adult life. This is a

period when people are particularly vulnerable to external

forces. With the emergence of adolescent egocentrism and

self-consciousness (Elkind, 1967), teens tend to see them-

selves in ways they imagine others see them, and they show

a greater tendency to conform in an effort to be accepted

by others. Thus, as they are attempting to formulate a sense
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of their own identity, they are also struggling with real or

imagined social pressures from many sources including,

not only peers but also parents, teachers, role models, and

advertisers. As adolescents develop they must work to

explore, try on, and accept or reject possible identities,

sometimes painfully. During this process, pressures from

parents and other socializers can detract the young people

from smooth identity formation insofar as the offered iden-

tities are incongruent with their developing and abiding

interests and sensibilities. Indeed, all people, but perhaps

especially adolescents, are today exposed to the wide reach

of media, which attempts to orient them toward particular

types of identities and affiliations (Dittmar, 2011; Kasser,

2002). Advertisers work to have people define themselves in

terms of the brands they purchase and the media cultures

they engage.

Central to the process of forming identities is people’s

inherent desire to experience solid connectedness to indi-

viduals, groups, or cultures. By accepting the values, mores,

missions, attitudes, and behaviors of others, people do not

feel alone. Rather, they feel part of a group, experiencing

a sense of relatedness to others and a place in the social

order (Baumeister & Leary, 1995; Ryan, 1993). Further,

identities can also support the need for competence. Often

people orient toward identities—perhaps being a painter

or physicist, for example—that require skill acquisition,

offer optimal challenges, and allow them to feel effective.

Finally, the formation of identities can fulfill people’s need

for autonomy if they engage the relevant activities with a

sense of choice and as an expression of their own values

and interests. In short, people tend to gravitate toward

those identities that allow maximal satisfaction of their

basic psychological needs (Luyckx, Vansteenkiste, Duriez,

& Goossens, 2009).

Need satisfaction then serves as the energetic basis

for anchoring identities within one’s sense of self. Thus,

although the terms identity and self are often used inter-

changeably in the identity literature, they get clearly

differentiatedwithin the SDTperspective. That is, although

we have multiple identities, each is more or less internalized

and integrated within the self (Soenens & Vansteenkiste,

2011; Ryan & Deci, 2011).

Anchoring Identities Within the Self

SDT suggests that there are two interrelatedmeans through

which identities form and become integrated to different

degrees within people’s self-functioning: (1) through the

discovery and differentiation of intrinsic interests and

talents; and (2) through the internalization of values and

self-representations.

People manifest individual differences in their com-

petencies, interests, and inclinations. Some children seem

inclined toward music, others toward physical activity. The

forms that such inclinations take in people’s lives is a func-

tion of their interactions with the social world, but having

the inclinations—for music, or sports, for example—does

increase the likelihood that related activities will become

important parts of identity (Deci & Ryan, 1985b). Their

inclinations lead them to explore different options and,

over time, to gravitate toward others with similar interests,

such that the activities, values, and relationships associated

with those interests become central aspects of their lives

and come to define who they are. They also are likely to

experience greater competence, further enhancing their

interests in the activities. In other words, people are for-

tunate when they adopt identities that engage intrinsic

motivation (Krapp, 2002).

Still, for identities to develop out of intrinsic interests

often requires both enduring affordances and social sup-

ports. A child who is naturally inclined to be physically

active but who has no access or opportunities to play

sports might not develop an identity as an athlete. In

short, the development of an identity depends to some

extent on the cultural affordances available to the person

(Erikson, 1994). Further, to form an identity as an athlete

will require the experience of need supports in relation to

the engagement of sport activities. Supports for autonomy,

competence development, and relatedness in sport will be

critical in facilitating identity formation as an athlete. This

is the same for identities in every domain, whether it be

academic, religious, family, or career related.

Few identities are sustained solely out of intrinsic inter-

ests. Instead most are taken on or elaborated through

processes of internalization. Importantly, however, much

like behavioral regulations, identities can differ in the

degree to which they are integrated with the self. When

identities are adopted within the context of pressure and

control, it is likely that they will be introjected. That is,

people will take them on as “shoulds”, or as identities they

must enact, which essentially means that they will be iden-

tity deficits. Often in college settings, for example, there

are individuals who identify as pre-med because they have

always been told they will be a doctor, regardless of their

interests or predilections. In fact, the students’ sense of

worth and esteem may depend heavily on the enactment of

such an introjected identity, leading to a defensive adher-

ence to identity and inner conflict when failing to engage

in identity-consistent behaviors. Nonetheless, for identities

to be not just adopted, but also autonomously engaged,

the individuals will need to integrate the identities with
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their other available identities, values, beliefs, behaviors,

and interests, which will allow them to be both authentic

and vital in their pursuit.

Soenens, Berzonsky, Dunkel, Papini, and Vansteenkiste

(2011) assessed late adolescents’ identity commitments,

and their autonomous and controlled motives for commit-

ting to particular identities. Even after controlling for the

strength of identity commitments per se, those commit-

ments that were autonomously motivated were associated

with more positive adjustment, whereas controlled identity

commitments were predictive of poorer adjustment. Thus,

although adolescents could commit themselves to particu-

lar self-representations (e.g., musician, basketball player),

such commitments must be accepted and integrated to

ensure adjustment.

Fostering Identity Development: The Role of Need Support

Given that identities may involve intrinsic motivation, and

may be anchored by either introjected or more integrated

regulations, it becomes clear how a need-supportive envi-

ronment is important in the process of identity formation

(Soenens & Vansteenkiste, 2011). As Assor (2012) pointed

out, parents vary in the extent to which they foster inner

valuing and allow adolescents to explore different interests

and values, thereby nurturing self-discovery. To the extent

such need supportive practices are provided, children and

teenagers are more likely to develop an inner compasswhen

making critical identity-related decisions. In contrast,

finding life roles and self-definitions that are congruent

with interests and integrated values is more difficult in con-

trolling contexts. Consistent with this, Luyckx, Soenens,

Vansteenkiste, Goossens, and Berzonsky (2007) showed

that college students who perceived their parents as using

psychologically controlling strategies were more inhibited

in making identity-related decisions and in truly endorsing

and identifying with the identity decisions being made.

Importantly, the development of an integrated set of reg-

ulations is presumed to be critical for subsequent need satis-

faction, such that a positive spiral would develop. Evidence

for such a model was obtained in longitudinal research on

high school and college students by Luyckx et al. (2009),

who focused on the extent of exploration, commitment,

and ruminative thought these students displayed with

regard to the directions and identities they were adopting.

Results showed that satisfaction of SDT’s basic psycho-

logical needs was in general positively related to making

and identifying with particular identities, and to enhanced

breadth and depth of identity explorations. Those with less

consolidated identity commitments and those associated

with more rumination had lower basic need satisfaction.

Moreover, cross-lagged analyses provided evidence for

reciprocal relations—need satisfaction both facilitated

more positive identity formation, and more positive

identity formation facilitated greater need satisfaction.

Although there are clear advantages to integrating

identities, some identities are socially stigmatized, and

some may conflict with other identities or roles to which

a person aspires. Such identities often remain poorly inte-

grated. These identifications can be resisted, or remain

relatively isolated or compartmentalized, as opposed to

being integrated with other identities, needs, and value

attachments of the self (Ryan & Deci, 2011). For instance,

suppose in his political considerations a man identifies

with an ideology that is oppressive to certain minorities,

and yet in his religious considerations he endorses being

a generous and loving human being. Both might be values

that he deems important, but their inconsistency requires

that he keep them compartmentalized. Advocating harm

to others might catalyze guilt or uncertainty when he is

in his more religious identity. Yet integrating these might

require change in one or both identities, and the psycho-

logical threat or loss of relatedness that might accompany

such change.

The more autonomy supportive one’s social context,

the more easily the person can integrate identities and

self-characteristics. For example Weinstein, Deci, et al.

(2011) examined how autonomous versus controlled

motivation, operationalized through either individual

differences or the semantic priming of autonomy versus

control, facilitates or inhibits the integration of positive

and negative past identities. Results of their studies showed

that more autonomously motivated participants felt closer

to, and were more accepting of, both negative and positive

past characteristics and identities, whereas more control-

motivated participants were closer to and more accepting

of only their positive, but not negative identities and char-

acteristics.Moreover, defensive processes, as reflected in the

use of nonpersonal pronouns and stronger escape motives,

mediated these effects, indicating that lower defensiveness

allowed fuller integration of negative identities. Finally,

results demonstrated that when participants did more fully

integrate both positive and negative past identities, they

exhibited greater vitality and sense of meaning.

Toward Qualitatively Different Types of Identities

Finding identities that are need satisfying is often a strug-

gle, as many social contexts pressure individuals to adopt

identities that may or may not befit their interests or

talents. Social contexts also can reject or demean other

identities and roles. Thus, identities can be adopted for
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controlled reasons, with the predicted negative outcomes

for both well-being and persistence.

Identities can also be motivated as a response to need

thwarting. SDT argues that, when needs are strongly

thwarted in development, persons may adopt need sub-

stitutes referred to as extrinsic aspirations, such as those

involving the pursuit of materialism, an appealing outer

image, or ideas of fame and popularity (Kasser & Ryan,

1996). These identity pursuits often serve a defensive

function, blocking feelings of vulnerability, and often

are pursued to compensate for a lack of support and

acceptance from others during development. In line with

this, Kasser, Ryan, Sameroff, and Zax (1996) predicted that

identities focused onmaterialistic life goalsmight be associ-

ated with (and compensating for) experiences of autonomy

and relatedness thwarting from caregivers. Using a longitu-

dinal dataset, they showed that adolescents whose mothers

were less warm and autonomy supportive when the chil-

dren were 14 years old were more materialistic at age 18.

Adolescents who experience need thwarting may be

especially vulnerable to extrinsic ideals promoted within

the media and advertising, which often suggest that

the pursuit of extrinsic ideals will yield the confidence,

love, or self-esteem such teens do not feel. For example,

women high in autonomy frustration may be more sus-

ceptible to ambient extrinsic ideals for thinness and self-

objectification. Mask and Blanchard (2011) examined

this by having individuals differing in general levels of

autonomy watch and react to a video depicting the thin

ideal. After watching the video, women low in autonomy

reported greater pressure to be thin, more dissatisfaction

with their bodies, and increased concern with the quantity

of food they ate. In contrast, women high in autonomy

became more concerned with the quality of the food

they ate, but they did not feel increased pressure or self-

dissatisfaction (see also Pelletier, Dion, & Levesque, 2004).

Thus, to the extent adolescents have built up a stronger

inner foundation, they can rely on it tomore autonomously

decide how to handle identity pressures, which suggests

that autonomy is an important factor in resilience.

Summary

We have discussed how the formation of identities and

self-representations that are well internalized and inte-

grated represents a major challenge for contemporary

adolescents. Research suggests that without sufficient

contextual need support, adolescents’ development of a

strong inner compass (Assor, 2012), and the adoption of

identities truly grounded in their emerging interests and

personally held values, may be forestalled.

AUTONOMY DISTURBANCES IN DEVELOPMENT

AND PSYCHOPATHOLOGY

Need Frustration and Psychopathology

The development of the self proceeds most optimally in

social contexts where children experience ongoing sup-

ports for their basic psychological needs. When needs are

supported in domains and activities appropriate to their

developmental-level children display increasing amounts

of autonomy. The situational and cumulative effects of

support for psychological needs are expected to yield inner

resources in the developing persons that further contribute

to subsequent wellness and adaptation. Yet often develop-

ment does not proceed optimally, especially when social

contexts thwart the children’s basic needs and in doing so

amplify vulnerabilities and potentiate psychopathology.

Many forms of psychopathology entail impairments

of autonomy, as failures in organismic integration and in

the development of self contribute to a range of dysfunc-

tions. From the perspective of SDT, explicating autonomy

impairments involves a consideration of the interplay

between the psychological needs for autonomy, compe-

tence, and relatedness that support the developmental

processes of attachment, intrinsic motivation, internaliza-

tion, emotional regulation, and identity formation, and the

social contexts, such as parent or institutional behaviors,

that either support or thwart the satisfaction of these

basic psychological needs. In what follows we focus on

specific types of disorders, both in terms of a theoretical

account of autonomy impairments and a review of relevant

research. Specifically we discuss three general categories of

psychopathology, all of which involve serious autonomy

disturbances but each of which has particulars forms of

autonomy impairments, leading to one of the categories of

pathology, as is graphically illustrated in Figure 9.2.

First, we consider disorders in which internally control-

ling regulation of behavior predominates. These are disor-

ders that, despite their many differences, are characterized

by the salience of introjection or rigid internalizations

and the associated feelings of anxiety, self-criticism, and

threat. We especially focus on obsessive-compulsive dis-

orders, paranoid personality, self-critical depression, and

controlled eating disorders (i.e., anorexia and bulimia).

A second type of autonomy disturbance concerns

impairments in internalization of social values and regu-

lations, characterized by difficulties in the self-regulation

of behavior. To illustrate these types of autonomy distur-

bance, we discuss problems of impulsivity and aggression,

including oppositional defiance, conduct, and antisocial
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Figure 9.2 Graphic overview of selected psychopathologies reflecting autonomy disturbances.

personality disorders. A third category of autonomy distur-

bances we discuss are disorders associated withmore severe

thwarting of psychological needs in development, namely

disorders associated with fragmented self-functioning. Here

we focus especially on persons with borderline personality

disorder and dissociative identity disorders, and on the

integrative difficulties posed by controlling, inconsistent

and intrusive others who thwart basic psychological needs

and damage self-development.

In discussing each of these types of autonomy dis-

turbance we address the experience of autonomy within

each, and discuss factors relating to the social contexts

of development that may contribute to impairments in

autonomy and integration. Although it is the case that

any factor that disrupts the organizational tendency,

whether biological, interpersonal, or cultural in nature,

can potentiate disturbances of autonomy, in many cases

the sources of disrupted autonomy can be strongly related

to deficiencies in the social environment—that is, to its

failure to provide appropriate autonomy support, struc-

ture, or involvement (Ryan & Deci, 2000b; Vansteenkiste

& Ryan, 2013). Yet even in those cases where the causes

of the disorder do not lie in need thwarting contexts, the

symptoms associated with such impairments can them-

selves interfere with autonomous functioning, and are

often experienced as not under volitional control. In short,

we discuss autonomy issues both as both an etiological

factor and as a symptomatic factor, in varied forms of

psychopathology.

Disorders Involving Introjection and Internally

Controlling States

There are rich and variegated literatures concerning inter-

nalizing disorders, in which a person is beset with internal

pressures, judgments, compulsions, and other self-directed

mandates to act. These disorders, associated with both

anxiety and depression, centrally involve a lack of auton-

omy and volition, as often motivations to act are highly

controlled and even coercive. This literature also indicates

that caregiver styles characterized by a lack of autonomy

support and the presence of controlling or authoritarian

strategies contribute to internalizing disorders, especially in

vulnerable children (e.g., Bayer, Sanson, &Hemphill, 2006;

Muhtadie, Zhou, Eisenberg, & Wang, 2013). What SDT’s

perspective adds to this literature is a rich body of find-

ings concerning how controlling environments foster the

development of internally controlling regulations—that is,

how such conditions lead to regulation through introjects

(Deci & Ryan, 1995; Ryan & Deci, 2008).
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Introjects are understood within SDT as motivations

characterized by internal pressure, enforced by contingent

self-worth. Introjection involves an ongoing salience of

strict internalized demands. Such demands and stan-

dards are introjected in the sense that one’s motivation

is based largely on internalized self-related emotions and

appraisals. In introjection people adopt external stan-

dards as their own and determine self-worth based on

whether they meet them, without making the standards

a part of their integrated sense of self. Often the process

of introjection entails a type of self-deception in which

the people thinks they want what the authority originally

prescribed (e.g., Weinstein, Ryan, et al., 2012). This is akin

to what Winnicott (1960/1965) referred to as false self, in

which cognitive functions gradually lose their grounding

in organismic processes. Yet heteronomy is phenomenally

manifest in the pressured, have-to nature of experience,

backed by threat of anxiety and self-criticism that drives

much of the person’s behavior. Introjects can indeed be

highly motivating, and represent the core driving forces

in people’s lives. Thus, even when not formally diag-

nosed, the dynamics of introjection can catalyze significant

inner distress. In addition, when rigid, punitive, or overly

pervasive, they can be highly dysfunctional. This is par-

ticularly true for persons who are diagnosed as having an

internalizing disorder.

Although, as we shall stress, the etiology, presenta-

tion, and course of internalizing disorders are complex

and multidetermined, evidence that caregiver styles can

contribute to such problems is also relatively clear. For

example, consider that factors such as loss of parents (and

thus of attachment supports), depression in parents (and

thus low involvement or autonomy support), and exces-

sive parental control (thus thwarting autonomy needs)

have all been implicated in the development of childhood

depression and self-critical styles (Ryan et al., 2006). SDT

more specifically relates the formation of introjects to the

thwarting of autonomy and relatedness needs, a process

central to a variety of clinical presentations (Ryan et al.,

2006). Thus, we look at parental thwarting of auton-

omy and relatedness as factors in internally controlling

disorders.

The Obsessive-Compulsive Disorders

Two separable diagnoses carry the rubric of obsession

and compulsion: obsessive-compulsive disorder (OCD)

and obsessive-compulsive personality (OCP). These

distinct entities share some common features in the

dynamics of behavior regulation, but they also differ in

meaningful ways.

OCD is characterized by the experience of intrusive

thoughts and demands that typically can be alleviated only

by engaging in ritualistic, rigid behavior. The thoughts

are often ego-dystonic, in that they are unwelcome and

anxiety provoking, and thus such thoughts are experienced

as having an origin outside the self. Indeed, these thoughts

often are inconsistent with the person’s conscious values

and ideals. An example is an OCD-diagnosed woman who

reported continual intrusive thoughts concerning hurting

her baby whenever she was near certain objects. These

intrusive thoughts raised considerable anxiety precisely

because they ran against her strongly held desire to keep

her child safe. To alleviate this anxiety she was compelled

to check continuously for dangerous objects in her vicinity.

OCD is classified as an anxiety disorder precisely because

obsessions and rituals often have the function of regulating

anxiety, albeit usually with only temporary success.

An important feature of the dissonant thoughts often

found in OCD is that they are persistent, unwanted, and

difficult to control. From the perspective of the individ-

ual the unwanted thoughts befall him or her and are not

autonomous or volitional. The person then feels coerced or

compelled into ritualistic behaviors; he or shemust do them

or face dreadful anxiety. The actions that alleviate obses-

sional thoughts therefore have an external perceived locus

of causality. As an aspect of this external causality, compul-

sive behavior patterns typically are performed under strict

constraints—there is an inner demand to engage in actions

in rigidly prescribed ways. These orders are experienced as

heteronomous, albeit within the person. The cost of failure

is guilt, anxiety, and self-disparagement, and in other cases

a sense of panic and fragmentation of the self. The regula-

tory process of compulsive acts is thus accompanied by a

sense of inner pressure that we would describe as internally

controlling. That is OCD has the regulatory form of intro-

jection, even though it may not always have social roots.

Like OCD, OCP is characterized by living in a very

structured and orderly way, which can have both positive

and negative consequences depending on how severe it

is. In less severe cases, the regulation of behavior is still

introjected and thus has the negative psychological con-

sequences associated with introjection. Nonetheless, the

order that is manifest from mild OCP can have adaptive

aspects, for example in getting homework done or orga-

nizing possessions in orderly ways. Yet OCP is often more

severe and compromising, with debilitating pressure and

anxiety, and behaviors that are rigid and extreme. For

example, people’s collecting which is likely to be based in

mild OCP is likely to become hoarding when the pathology

becomes more serious, and their organizing may become
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intensely rigid with threats of self-disparagement and self-

punishment hanging over their heads to keep them in line.

Unlike OCD, there appears to be a less robust bio-

logical contribution to OCP, even though there are some

common symptom dynamics. Supporting the differential

role of biology, results by Jenike as early as 1991 found

responsiveness among OCD patients to pharmacological

interventions, but not among those with OCP. Also OCP,

in contrast to OCD, is more a lifestyle than a symptom, and

in many ways OCP can be viewed as a continuum from a

somewhat rigidly focused set of attitudes to a disorder that

interferes with ongoing functioning. Accordingly, many

features of this controlled lifestyle are ego-syntonic rather

than disturbing (Sperry, 2003). For example, individuals

with OCP who organize their possessions and become

distraught when things get moved or misplaced might go

into treatment not because they view the orderliness as

problematic, but because their pattern of living, which

seems fine to them is causing interpersonal or vocational

difficulties. In addition, as reported byOthmer andOthmer

(2002), persons with OCP often display their characteristic

drivenness, compulsiveness, and inflexibility when events

involving authority, intimacy, or lack of structure trigger

them. Nonetheless, the surface structure of these behaviors

share similarities with the controlled behaviors so often

manifest in OCD.

The internally controlling nature of regulation in OCP

can, in some instances, be highly stable and self-sustaining,

in part because it can come with ongoing external approval

and derivative internal gratifications. For example, Assor

and Tal (2012) examined adolescents’ perceptions of

their mother’s use of parental conditional positive regard

(PCPR) to motivate them to academically achieve. Those

teens whose mothers applied contingent positive regard

evidenced more self-aggrandizement following successes

yet greater self-devaluation and shame following failures.

This hypersensitivity to outcomes in turn predicted com-

pulsive over-investment and maladaptive self-feelings, even

when controlling for the effects of conditional negative

regard. Thus, it appears that the experience of maternal

conditional positive regard to promote school achievement

leads to self-esteem dynamics in which the adolescents

vacillate between feelings of grandiosity following success

and self-derogation and shame following failure, represent-

ing significant emotional costs. These general population

findings are reminiscent of the distress many OCP patients

vividly describe.

It is particularly clear with OCP that the pathology

of obsessive-compulsive actions is not always defined by

the behavior itself, because as noted the behavior can be

effective and functional. Rather, it is the rigid regulatory

processes underlying behavior that are dysfunctional. Per-

sons with OCP, while not acutely afflicted with intrusive

thoughts sometimes befalling those with OCD, are often

inordinately concerned with carrying out the actual or

presumed demands of authority. For example, a person

with this personality style can be quite industrious and

fastidious in complying with introjected demands, and this

may yield high activity and even productivity. However,

rigidly controlled workaholics, who are likely to have

OCP, tend to evidence a range of ill-being consequences

(Van den Broeck et al., 2011). Clearly, the industriousness

and rigidity of people with OCP is quite different from the

vitality and spontaneity that characterizes autonomously

functioning individuals, even ones who work excessively.

Ryan and Deci (2008) argued that vitality concerns the free

energy a person has at his or her disposal. The internally

controlled regulation of an individual with OCP is often

experienced as energy draining and without joy. As Sperry

(2003) noted, the demeanor of someone with OCP can be

“grim and cheerless” (p. 178).Moreover, resistance to inner

dictates, when possible, may feel like a gargantuan effort.

There is an interesting point about OCP that high-

lights an important aspect of its disturbed autonomy.

Although obsessive-compulsive individuals often act with

determination in carrying out introjected dictates, they

also sometimes display confusion and indecision. The

problem especially arises when there is no dictate, no estab-

lished course to follow—that is, when there is uncertainty

and one needs to fall back on inner guidance. At such

times, the people may be rocked with indecisiveness and

ambivalence. This illustrates clearly how dependence on

controlling regulations, being unintegrated, leaves one

without self-direction. The anxiety of indecision highlights

how the seeming determination behind many obsessive-

compulsive acts is not autonomous; there is no inner

compass to rely on when external direction is lacking.

Although the obsessive-compulsive disorders represent

clear instances of psychopathology with disturbed auton-

omy, it is not clear, nor theoretically necessary that they

are exclusively outcomes of parental control. Evidence

has, in fact, been compelling for robust biologic contri-

butions to OCD, whereas parental factors appear to play

a larger role in the development of OCP. Indeed, case

literatures concerning OCP have more frequently pointed

toward controlling, often intrusive parenting (e.g., Millon,

Davis, Millon, Escovar, & Meaghan, 2000). Benjamin

(2003) suggested that persons with OCP often come from

demanding, even coercive parenting environments. More-

over she argued that the controlling emphasis is more often
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on punishment for failures than on acknowledgement

for success. Yet, here too, systematic investigation of the

social context of development of OCP individuals is not

extensive. It does appear, however, that the controlling

regulatory styles of those with OCP are more likely to be

linked with excessive parental controllingness than is the

case for OCD.

Introjection and Self-Disparagement:

Self-Critical Depression

At the core of a number of pathologies are introjected

demands that organize intentional behavior. Although

this type of autonomy disturbance involves conflict and

tension, individuals with rigid character are often able

to behave intentionally and satisfy their introjects. There

are other types of introjected demands, however, that

individuals cannot easily attain, and these invariably result

in experienced failure and self-disparagement. These forms

of disturbed autonomy, like those of rigid character, begin

with individuals’ introjecting the demands of authorities

and basing their self-worth on living up to those demands.

But here, the pathology and experience are quite different,

for the individuals’ predominant experience is failure and

worthlessness. Thus, not only is their autonomy under-

mined by introjects and the social conditions that instilled

them, but they also feel incompetent and unloved by

significant others. Two such pathologies of introjection are

self-critical depression and eating disorders. We focused

first on self-critical depression.

Research on depression and its etiology has increasingly

pointed toward two distinct pathways to the disorder, each

of which can build on biological vulnerabilities (Luyten &

Blatt, 2013). The first is concerned primarily with inter-

nalization of excessive demands for achievement and is

characterized by harsh self-criticism and guilt, and the

second is concerned more with the loss of relatedness,

love, or attachment. Although both of these vulnerabilities

involve self-esteem dynamics, and issues of autonomy and

relatedness are intertwined in both, the former, self-critical

form of depression is particularly relevant to our dis-

cussion of autonomy disturbances, internalization, and

internally controlling regulation. We thus focus on the

self-critical depression syndrome, which has been labeled

variously as a disorder of achievement-autonomy (Neitzel

& Harris, 1990), introjection (Blatt, 1974), and autonomy

(Beck, 1983).

By whatever label, this syndrome involves a type of

disturbed autonomy in which people experience dysphoric

affect and lethargy resulting from the belief that they

are failures. In this disorder there are rigid standards or

ideals that have been introjected, along with the belief

that failure to attain them means they are unlovable and

unworthy. Thus, the punitive introjects, with their ties to

contingent self-worth, leave people vulnerable to ongoing

self-scrutiny. Because with such introjects there is little

individuals can do that is good enough, they will invari-

ably experience a sense of worthlessness. In other words,

self-disparagement tends to be ubiquitous. Individuals

with such introjects are harsher in their self-judgments

than in their judgments of others, and these self-judgments

often form the precursors to depressive episodes (Beck,

1983). Their harsh self-judgments may even manifest out-

wardly, through engagement in nonsuicidal self-injurious

behaviors, which reflect the scars of the inner critic (Claes,

Soenens, Vansteenkiste, & Vandereycken, 2012). Accord-

ingly it is hardly surprising that adolescent depression

and low self-esteem are associated with low autonomy

(e.g., Noom, Dekovic, & Meeus, 1999).

The phenomenological functioning underlying self-

critical perfectionism is particularly relevant to the under-

standing of depression as involving disturbed autonomy.

With respect to significant self-goals people see themselves

as responsible yet as incapable. Thus, the absence of felt

competence to attain internalized goals results in a sense of

amotivation (Deci & Ryan, 1985a). At the same time many

of the specific demands on the self to achieve or succeed

have the character of have-to and must revealing their phe-

nomenological character as having an external perceived

locus of causality (i.e., as being heteronomous with respect

to the self). Consistent with such an analysis, self-critical

perfectionism has been found to be associated with

more controlled functioning (e.g., Miquelon, Vallerand,

Grouzet, & Cardinal, 2005) and increased psychological

need frustration over time (Boone, Vansteenkiste, Van der

Kaap-Deeder, Soenens, & Verstuyf, 2014).

There has been recent interest in the development

of perfectionism, a characteristic related to self-critical

depression. In line with our argument that such internally

controlling characteristics reflect disturbed autonomy,

evidence suggests that individuals with high levels of

self-critical perfectionism frequently report having experi-

enced harsh and authoritarian parenting (see, e.g., Flett,

Hewitt, & Singer, 1995; Frost, Novara, & Rheaume, 2002;

Kawamura, Frost, & Harmatz, 2002). For example, Enns,

Cox, and Clara (2002) found support for a model in

which harsh parenting led to maladaptive perfectionism,

which in turn was associated with an increased proneness

to depression.

Such findings suggest perfectionism as a pathway

through which controlling environments might increase
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depressive symptoms. Consistent with this, investigations

of the backgrounds of self-critical depressives point to

controlling parental styles. In one illustrative investigation,

McCranie and Bass (1984) found that women high in

self-critical depression had parents who maintained strict

control, demanded high achievement, and were inconsis-

tent and contingent in their conveyance of love. Whiffen

and Sassville (1991) reported similar results for both males

and females. Research based in SDT concurs, with longitu-

dinal data showing that children growing up in controlling

families are more likely to adopt self-critical perfectionistic

attitudes, which, in turn, relate to elevated depressive

symptoms (Soenens, Luyckx, et al., 2008). Moreover, the

adoption of self-critical perfectionistic standards in con-

trolling environments may not elicit depressive symptoms

but may also involve self-esteem deficits (e.g., Soenens,

Vansteenkiste, Luyten, Duriez, & Goossens, 2005).

Empirical findings are thus consistent with our spec-

ulations concerning the nature of the social contexts

leading to introjection and internally controlling states.

In this frame one can view self-critical depression as a

chronic and pervasive state of ego-involvement in which

one continuously fails to live up to the demands and is

thus punished. Unfortunately, self-critical perfectionism

appears to get transmitted from the one generation to the

other through controlling parenting (Assor et al., 2004;

Soenens, Elliot, et al., 2005). Presumably, the contingent

love self-critical perfectionists display vis-à-vis their own

functioning gets projected onto their children, such that

children experience their parents as displaying conditional

regard, which subsequently affects their own functioning.

Indeed, such dynamics between parent and child may be

mutually problematic. Using a cross-lagged longitudinal

design in two samples of middle and late adolescents,

Soenens, Luyckx, Vansteenkiste, Duriez, and Goosens

(2008) compared three models concerning the role of

parental control in depression. Results generally favored

a reciprocal model in which controlling parent behav-

iors contribute to increases in depression, which in turn

enhance parents’ tendency to control their teenager. This

represents a truly maladaptive cycle between parent and

child. This bidirectional relationship suggests that more

depressive symptoms in an adolescent can elicit less auton-

omy support from parents over time, even as autonomy

support from parents conduces toward fewer depressive

symptoms in their adolescents.

Further, Soenens, Park, Vansteenkiste, and Mouratidis

(2012) examined whether this association between parental

control and depressive symptoms among adolescents

might be culture bound as some cultural relativists have

argued, versus whether as SDT suggests, the detrimental

effects of psychological control and the loss of autonomy

generalize across cultures. Soenens et al. (2012) specif-

ically investigated the relevance of two domain-specific

expressions of psychological control (i.e., dependence

oriented and achievement oriented) in both Belgian and

South Korean adolescents. Analyses showed very similar

relations between the psychological control, depressive

personality, and depressive symptoms across the two

samples, thus supporting the notion that the effects of

psychological control generalize across cultures.

In short, there are clear relations between control and

these internally controlling forms of depression in which

self-critical cognition is salient. Although there is substan-

tial evidence that vulnerability to depression varies, the

importance of autonomy thwarting in this expression of

psychopathology is becoming ever better documented.

Eating Disorders: Anorexia and Bulimia

In her classic book on the topic, Bruch (1973) described

eating disorders as pathologies of autonomy. She argued

that these eating pathologies typically involve a struggle

for control that takes the form of an obsession with eating

and body image, with control over one’s body dynamically

staving off a pervasive sense of ineffectiveness. Bruch saw

people with eating disorders as exemplifying the capacity,

as a function of harsh introjects, to manipulate bodily

states and desires to preserve the illusion of self-sufficiency

and to feel a sense of control with respect to oneself and

others. In restrictive anorexia, the introjects around eat-

ing and weight are more stable and effective in keeping

people’s eating behaviors in abeyance, whereas in bulimia

there is a more open conflict between rigid controls and

akratic eating. Bulimics engage in binge eating—in expres-

sive, uncontrolled consumption—only to be plagued by

guilt and self-derogation leading to vomiting or abuse

of diuretics.

The psychodynamics highlighted by Bruch were empir-

ically supported in an early study by Strauss and Ryan

(1987). They found greater self-oppression and self-

rejection in both anorexic and bulimic participants than in

a matched control group, suggesting internally controlling

dynamics, whereas control-group participants displayed

more flexible self-management and self-acceptance. Fur-

thermore, Strauss and Ryan documented a particularly

heightened impersonal causality orientation (Deci &

Ryan, 1985a) among restrictive anorexics, indicative of an

impoverished sense of both autonomy and effectiveness.
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Internally controlling forms of regulation are readily

apparent in the dynamics of many behaviors entailed

in eating disorders, especially those involving restrictive

self-control. Whether anorexic or bulimic these patients

display inordinate concern with how others view them,

and hypertrophied public self-consciousness. As Plant and

Ryan (1985) argued, such consciousness potentiates an

external perceived locus of causality in which people have

to conform to the projected views of others. Although

a focus on weight is often paramount, eating disordered

patients are typically self-conscious, demanding, and

self-critical with regard to many aspects of appearance and

behavior. And although restrictive anorexics in particular

appear to display a high degree of personal control, the

regulatory basis of this control is dictatorial.

Applying SDT to anorexia, Vansteenkiste, Soenens, and

Vandereycken (2005) described how a focus on thinness

represents an attempt to gain a sense of security and

worth, yet the thinness, even when attained, fails to supply

the anticipated emotional benefits. The anorexic person

is never thin enough, yet they continually work with the

belief that positive feelings are a few pounds away. The

paradox, however, is that achieving their extrinsic goal is

satisfying to some degree, so it further anchors them in this

pattern of behavior. These patients often strongly assert

that they do feel better when losing weight and believe

that the pursuit of weight loss is therefore not the source

of distress. Indeed, their own experiences seem to confirm

that efforts at weight loss are part of the solution. The

transitory nature of relief thus fosters an addictive quality

to the internally controlling drive for thinness.

Whereas the restrictive anorexics can display a high

degree of control with respect to eating, bulimic patients

often find their control overwhelmed by an impulse to

binge eat. Binges typically occur at times of high psycho-

logical need frustration, thus showing how their introjected

regulatory structures are not sufficiently stable to keep the

impulse in check. The binge impulse is often a reaction

to the experience of need frustration rooted in internal

criticism, so it represents an attempt to escape from the

painful sense of self that carries the burdensome, intro-

jected standards. For example, Verstuyf, Vansteenkiste,

and Soenens (2012) researched the connections between

need frustrations and binge eating. In a sample of female

adolescents, they showed indeed that an investment in

appearance-focusedmotives led to need frustrations, which

in turn predicted increased bulimic symptoms. Along sim-

ilar lines, a diary study in female adolescents (Verstuyf,

Vansteenkiste, Soenens, Boone, & Mouratidis, 2013)

indicated that daily variation in psychological need frus-

tration covaried with ups and downs in bulimic symptoms,

suggesting that binge eating serves to compensate for

painful experience of need frustration.

It is interesting to note that, as the psychic threat

gets greater for individuals with the bulimic disorder,

the people’s regulatory capacities becomes weakened,

whereas in people with obsessive-compulsive personality

the regulatory capacity often becomes even more rigid and

dominant. The lack of stability of the regulatory introjects

in the people with bulimia thus allows for the akratic

action, but the self-evaluative introjects invariably result in

self-disparagement and feelings of depression for having

lost control. It is therefore interesting to note in this regard

that the long-term course for many restrictive anorexics is

a shift to bulimic patterns of coping.

Although again there are multiple contributors to

the development of bulimia and related eating disorders,

the role of familial factors in setting up the dynamics of

introjection and internal control are quite salient. Bruch

(1979) has vividly depicted the role of parents in catalyzing

anorexia by depriving their daughter of autonomy and the

“right to live her own life” (p. 38). Minuchin, Rosman, and

Baker (1978) similarly reported high levels of enmeshment

and intrusive control in families of patients with eating

disorders. Strober and Humphrey (1987) reported that

both anorexics and bulimics experience parents as blam-

ing, rejecting, and critical. Strauss and Ryan (1988) found

less mutuality of autonomy in the object representations of

both bulimic and anorexic participants, and lower expres-

siveness within their families. Another more recent study

found that late-adolescent women hospitalized for eating

disorders reported having more psychologically control-

ling fathers than a matched sample of women without the

eating disorders (Soenens et al., 2008).

Summary

Each of the disorders we have considered thus far begins

with rigid, demanding, and critical introjects. These rigid

structures take varied forms and are more or less stable

and effective in controlling the people’s actions. In some

cases, most notably obsessive-compulsive personality and

anorexia nervosa, the disordered individuals can feel a

strong sense of personal control and self-efficacy—the

OCP can keep personal affairs orderly and anorexics

can keep body urges under control. But these, like the

other disorders involving salient introjects, constitute

disturbed autonomy and can terrorize people with such

contingent self-esteem. Findings in this area also highlight
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the important difference between personal control and

autonomy; being self-controlled can sometimes yield

desired outcomes yet not be experienced as autonomous

or volitional (Muraven, Gagné, & Rosman, 2008).

We turn now to disorders characterized not by the

prevalence of introjects, but rather by the relative absence

of internalization. These forms of psychopathology involve

the lack of adequate regulatory structures that link one

effectively to the socializing context.

Impairments of Internalization in Externalizing Disorders

As we argued earlier, the process of internalization is

dependent upon certain affordances in the caregiving

environment—namely, autonomy support, structure, and

involvement—which together facilitate both attachment

to caregivers and a readiness to assimilate the values

they model. Some caretaking environments, particularly

those characterized by coldness and hostility or by neglect

conduce toward poor quality of attachments and lessened

internalization of social norms and prosocial behaviors

(Johnson, Cohen, Chen, Kasen, & Brook, 2006; Joussemet

et al., 2008). In addition, those low in autonomy supports,

especially the lack of both perspective taking and attune-

ment to needs and interests, are at risk for both low social

skills and negative social interactions (Shields et al., 2001).

In fact, parenting environments impact on internalization

through their effects on need satisfaction (Ryan et al.,

2006). Controlling parents not only restrict opportunities

for children to develop self-regulatory capacities, they

create emotional and need-related frustrations that can

fuel negative behaviors.

In the realm of more severe forms of psychopathology,

we are also concerned with more extreme forms of need

thwarting, including physical, sexual, and emotional

maltreatment, which thwart all three basic needs, with irra-

diating effects across multiple developmental lines. Such

parenting conditions may result either in externalizing

problems (Gershoff, 2013) such as conduct disorders, or,

especially when the thwarting is extreme, in disorders such

as dissociative identity.

Illustrating this with respect to externalizing disor-

ders, Shields, Cicchetti, and Ryan (1994) examined the

social-competence self-regulation impairments of children

who had been maltreated by caregivers. The setting was

a summer camp for both maltreated and economically

disadvantaged children, allowing for a comparison of

these groups. As predicted, children who had endured

maltreatment displayed, as rated by observers, less social

competence, more emotional dysregulation, and impaired

self-regulation reflected in externalizing disorders as well

as internalizing disorders. Indeed, self-regulatory deficits

mediated the relations between maltreatment status and

social competencies.

In a subsequent study, Shields, Ryan, and Cicchetti

(2001) further explored this developmental process by

assessing maltreated and nonmaltreated children’s repre-

sentations of the parenting they experienced. They found,

as expected, that the representations of parents in mal-

treated children, as accessed through a projective narrative

task, were less coherent and integrated, and more negative

and constricted than those of nonmaltreated children.

These differences in parental representations were in turn

related to the externalizing processes of emotional dysreg-

ulation, aggression, and peer rejection in the ecologically

valid camp setting.

These issues concerning need thwarting conditions

and impairments in self-regulation have particular salience

with respect to conduct and oppositional disorders, in both

of which internalization, self-regulation, and capacities for

relatedness are impaired.

Conduct Disorders and Antisocial Personality

Broadly speaking antisocial personality disorder (APD)

applies to persons who lie, steal, manifest an impoverished

sense of responsibility, are aggressive and manipulative

toward others, and show evidence that these patterns are

continuations of behavior disorders earlier in life. Children

diagnosed with conduct disorders, a frequent antecedent of

APD, display control problems, lability, a lack of ability

to give and receive affection, and delayed or impaired

development of conscience. Further, self-aggrandizement

and egocentrism typically characterize their behavior,

and their lying about accomplishments highlights their

excessive need to be recognized or esteemed by others in

an immediate way. Like adults with ADP, these children

tend to display a lack of conscience, or deep concern with

what is good or right. Related to conduct disorders and

APD is the behavioral category of reactive or destructive

aggression, the developmental routes of which have been

related to those associated with these diagnostic categories.

Etiologic theories of APD have clearly implicated bio-

logic or genetic factors such as poor autonomic reactivity

(Burnette & Cicchetti, 2012; Raine, 2013). Yet even with

this recognition of potential biologic vulnerabilities, it is

clear that such vulnerabilities become amplified in non-

nurturing environments. Our contention is that APD is a

psychopathology entailing impaired internalization, and

although internalization may have been compromised by

biological factors (Jafee, Moffitt, Caspi, & Taylor, 2003),
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we maintain that these impairments can also be linked

to, and are interactive with, deficits in the social contex-

tual factors associated with the basic psychological need

supports that are essential for internalization to develop.

An internalization perspective looks toward the family

environment for the relational resources that support the

internalization of values of a prosocial nature, resources

that are frequently lacking in the families of persons

developing APD. For example, the empirical evidence

supports the idea that prosocial values are most likely to be

acquired (or expressed) when caregiving is characterized

by warmth (Maccoby, 1980), low power assertive discipline

(Hoffman, 1960), and autonomy support (Ryan & Hawley,

in press).

The experience of growing up in a nurturing, caring, and

responsive familial environment undoubtedly facilitates

prosocial values both directly and indirectly. A person

who grows up in a basic need supportive environment

will have been exposed to models of caring and concern

about others, from figures to whom they are likely to

attach and desire to emulate. Support for this comes from

many quarters. For example, Ryan and Connell (1989)

reported that children who experience a high quality of

relatedness to parents were more autonomously motivated

in the prosocial domain. Conversely, a variety of clinical

and empirical perspectives have suggested that antisocial

personality, oriented towards self-serving, manipulative,

and hedonically gratifying acts, has its roots, in part, in

cold, inconsistent, and controlling family environments

(e.g., Benjamin, 2003). A plethora of studies has also shown

that the common backdrop to APD and conduct disorders

of childhood includes such factors as maternal depression,

loss, high family conflict, other parental pathology, and

impoverished conditions of life that fragment the family

(Coie & Jacobs, 1993; Loeber & Stouthammer-Loeber,

1986). All of these factors potentiate a situation ultimately

lacking in the basic nutrients upon which internalization

depends—namely autonomy support, adequate structure

and guidance, and concerted, caring involvement.

One limitation of these models of value acquisition,

and their implications with regard to the development of

externalizing disorders such as APD, is that they do not

focus on how or why children might develop nonprosocial

or nonmoral attitudes, except as a converse or absence

of moral internalization. For example, there are probably

very few parents who strive to teach their children to be

manipulative, materialistic, or Machiavellian, but there are

many children who develop such an orientation. Absence

of identification does not explain why one proactively seeks

to act in these ways. Thus, a fuller model of APD requires

both explaining why internalization fails, and why hedonic,

aggressive, self-gratifying values predominate instead.

Directly informative in this regard is a six-year longi-

tudinal study by Joussemet et al. (2008), who followed

children from six to twelve years of age. Specifically,

they identified developmental trajectories in childhood

aggression in which they applied SDT. They found that

over these years children on average engage in a lower

frequency of aggressive acts, presumably reflecting social-

ization and development. Yet the slope of that trajectory

differs among children, such that while for most there are

declines in aggressive acts, for others there are maintained

or escalating frequencies of aggression. After controlling

for a number of other risk factors for being aggressive

(e.g., being male, having a reactive temperament, parental

divorce/separation), Joussemet et al. found, as they hypoth-

esized based on SDT, that having a mother who was

autonomy thwarting rather than autonomy supportive

reliably increased the odds of a high aggressive trajectory.

In fact, some research within SDT suggests that control-

ling parenting can result not only in poor internalization,

but also oppositional motivations. In line with this,

parental prohibition of moral misdeeds perceived to be

controlling was found to predict increased oppositional

defiance (Vansteenkiste, Soenens, et al., 2014). Other

studies have established the explanatory role of need frus-

tration in the relation between controlling parenting and

oppositional defiance and associated problem behaviors

(Van Petegem, Beyers, Vansteenkiste, & Soenens, in press).

Indeed, it seems that much antisocial behavior can be

understood as a reaction to controlling, power-assertive

strategies in contexts where attachment security and relat-

edness is low (Kim, Kochanska, Boldt, & Nordling, 2014).

Ryan, Sheldon, Kasser, and Deci (1996) argued that,

to the extent that individuals lack autonomy support and

caring involvement (and therefore are deficient in the devel-

opment of self), they often turn toward extrinsic values to

gain and sustain some minimal sense of power, narcissistic

importance, and worth, and a corresponding lack of con-

cern with doing for others or contributing to society. In

line with this, Kasser et al. (1995), analyzing data from a

long term longitudinal sample, found that adolescents who

were more materialistic came from homes where both they

and their mothers reported that there was less autonomy

support, warmth, and security. They also found that more

impoverished, high-crime neighborhoods, in confluence

with these more controlling and hostile parenting envi-

ronments, were likely to promote children’s placing strong

importance on these extrinsic values. Most relevant in this

context, Kasser et al.’s analysis of clinical interviews with
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participants in an at-risk population (defined in terms of

maternal psychopathology and low socioeconomic status)

revealed that those with greater centrality of materialis-

tic values were more likely to be clinically diagnosed as

conduct disordered. One important aspect of this work

was its clarification that environments that fail to sup-

port autonomy and relatedness promote a compensatory

emphasis on alienated or substitute needs, such as material

acquisitions and visible trappings of worth. These, in turn,

activate the so-called antisocial personality, albeit in ways

often seen as self-centered. The research also highlights the

continuity of motivational dynamics between nonclinical

and clinical populations, as caregiving factors associated

with materialism, in more extreme forms are associated

with conduct disorders. This general pattern of findings

is also consistent with Coie and Jacob’s (1993) analysis of

conduct disorders.

From the perspective of SDT, the development of

conduct disorders and a self-focused goal orientation

both stem directly from inadequate attachment and failed

internalization resulting from an externally controlling,

inconsistent, and affection-impoverished social context as

they interact with vulnerabilities to poor self-regulation.

To the extent that social values (and the economic con-

ditions that structure them) disable, distract, or fragment

the caretaking environment, then children will be more

oriented to narcissistic goals to gain a temporary sense of

worth and importance. This model is applicable not only

to conduct-disordered children but increasingly also to

American culture more generally (Kasser, 2002; Twenge

et al., 2010). Put succinctly, the more we create conditions

that disrupt the quality and stability of familial relation-

ships, the more narcissistically oriented and antisocial our

culture as a whole may become.

In sum, conditions of need thwarting, particularly

threats to and deprivations of autonomy and relatedness

satisfactions in childhood conduce to lowered attachment

and interpersonal connectedness, to poorer development of

self-regulation and thus impoverished internalization, and

to need substitutes in the form of hedonic and materialistic

aims, rather than prosocial ones. While such conditions

negatively affect wellness in general (e.g., Kasser et al.,

1995) when applied to vulnerable individuals the result is

often more entrenched antisocial patterns of behavior.

Severe Need Thwarting in Dissociative Identity

and Borderline Personality Disorders

We have argued that essential to the formation of inte-

grated experience and behavioral regulation is support

for autonomy, competence, and relatedness. Dissociative

identity disorders (DID) and borderline personality dis-

orders (BPD) represent, in most cases, disorders befalling

individuals whose life experiences were characterized by

not only deprivation, but also active intrusive thwarting,

of both autonomy and relatedness needs. In fact, they

represent disorders where there has been a failure in the

average expectable environments needed for psychological

development. For example, Johnson et al. (2006), using a

longitudinal sample, reported that low affection (low relat-

edness) and punitive (low autonomy support) parenting

practices were associated with elevated risk for borderline

and other personality disorders. Steinberg and Schnall

(2001) reported extremely high rates of early physical and

sexual abuse among patients with DID. In the histories of

people with either disorder, important others who should

have been loving and kind to themwere instead hurtful and

maltreating, violating of the minds and bodies of the peo-

ple who needed their support. The compensatory results of

this are less integrated functioning and diminished sense

of autonomy and connection.

Borderline Personality Disorder

Borderline personality disorders have become a predom-

inant concern in clinical settings both because of their

increasing incidence and thus the personal resources

demanded in their treatment. Studies of BPD highlight

many issues in character pathology generally, and they

represent a prototypic example of structural damage to

the self that has been associated with caregiver failures to

support autonomy and relatedness in early development

(Ryan, 2005).

The core feature of BPD is the lack of a cohesive and

stable sense of self. Associated with this lack of a consistent

and organized self are highly labile emotions, interpersonal

relations, and self-esteem dynamics. Borderline individuals

show the externalizing attributes of impulsivity, along with

some of the features of internalizing disorders such as sus-

ceptibility to depression, anxiety, and fragmentation in the

face of self-esteem related losses. A cardinal feature of BPD

is anger, both self- and other-directed, which can result in

destructive actions and magnify relationship volatility and

internal feelings of being overwhelmed and disintegrated.

More generally, patients with BPD have difficulty differ-

entiating internal needs from external reality, and they are

tremendously dependent on concrete supports from others

to maintain a sense of self. They lack the internal regula-

tory processes to modulate anxiety, which can escalate to

panic proportions, particularly when no one is available to

contain and comfort them.
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Persons with BPD also often lack a stable identity

or sense of purpose (Meissner, 1988). Patients with this

disorder may, however, latch on to something or someone

in an effort to derive a temporary feeling of cohesion,

but these choices are often inappropriate or destructive.

Commitments are difficult because borderline individuals

lack a stable and cohesive self that can form the basis for

sharing in committed relationships or endeavors. Con-

nected with the lack of feeling of identity, patients with

BPD may feel empty and isolated (Westen, 1991). Clearly,

there is a diminution of their true self whereby they lose

connection to their interests and feelings. Patients with

this disorder often report feelings of boredom and may

engage in impulsive acts, such as substance abuse, careless

spending, and binge eating, to counteract such feelings.

Closely related to this is borderline individuals’ lack of

capacities for reflective awareness, especially when inner

urges are strong (Bleiberg, 2004; Ryan, 2005).

Phenomenologically, patients with BPD often report

being both controlled and helpless with respect to their

behavior. They often feel like a victim of circumstances

without a sense of responsibility for the direction of

their own fate. One late adolescent patient, for example,

reported that prior to self-mutilation he entered into a lost

state, where the overwhelming impulse to cut came on him

(impersonal perceived locus of causality), while at the same

time he felt he could obtain relief and release only from

dysphoric self-hate by engaging in such acts (suggesting

external causality). In no sense did he feel autonomous

and volitional in these acts, but rather driven, desperate,

and helpless.

Although there is some evidence of genetic contribu-

tions to BPD, in that many appear to have exhibited a

difficult child temperamental profile, much of the etiology

appears to be associated with care-giving environments

(e.g., Silk, Lee, & Hill, 1995). As we discussed in attach-

ment research, formation of a stable and cohesive sense

of self depends on nurturance in the form of autonomy

support and positive involvement. Yet as Sperry (2003)

noted, those with BPD have typically experienced severely

impoverished care-giving during these early years, with

parents’ (particularly mothers) having difficulty allowing

the children to move toward self-sufficiency and autonomy.

Through being both controlling and inconsistent, parents

of individuals with BPD fail to bolster the children’s

integrated self that is essential for the tasks of emotion

regulation and identity formation. Having been exposed

to caregivers who did not provide autonomy support and

were unable to take the children’s perspectives, the children

failed to develop the sense of reflective awareness that

would allow them to be in touch with their own internal

states or the internal states of others.

Early caregivers of individuals with borderline disorder

have often been described as unavailable, inconsistent, and

neglectful, with frequent reports of sexual, emotional, and

physical abuse (Sperry, 2003; Zanarini, 1997). In one study,

80% of borderline patients were reported to be physically

or sexually abused or to have witnessed serious domestic

violence (Herman et al., 1989). Explicating more specifi-

cally the affect and behavior regulation difficulties of these

patients, Linehan (1993) suggested that patients with bor-

derline disorder often come from families that invalidate

the affective experience of their children. There is little tol-

erance for fears or anxieties in their children, and they do

not offer soothing or comfort when needed. Without such

care, these children have difficulty internalizing the capacity

to self-soothe, resulting in emotion regulation difficulties,

especially being unable to tolerate feelings of distress.

According to object relations theorists (Masterson,

1985), the disorder has its roots in the mother–child

relationship, particularly during the phase of separation-

individuation when the child is striving to experience him

or herself as separate from the mother. Part of the phase

involves a pushing away from the mother. In families of

borderline individuals, the mothers are not able to tolerate

movement toward self-sufficiency as it brings up their own

fears of abandonment. Consequently, the mothers threaten

to withdraw nurturance from the children if they move to

act as separate autonomous individuals. Given this level

of conflict, there is no “good” object that can support the

psychological needs underlying a cohesive sense of self.

The problems of borderline patients thus illustrate how

lack of empathy and consistent involvement and auton-

omy support undermine intrinsic interests and tendencies

and self-regulatory functions—all aspects of a healthy

autonomous functioning (Ryan, 2005). These develop-

mental thwarts are thus critical to the formation of BPD.

Sadly patients with BPD thus have ongoing experiences of

lack of need satisfaction, as they have difficulty trusting

in relationships and often find themselves acting with-

out autonomy, both contributing to inner distress and

continuing cycles of dysregualtion.

Dissociative Identity Disorder

Dissociative disorders are a particularly important issue

within SDT given the theory’s focus on autonomy as

integration and synthesis. That is, SDT defines autonomy

as the integrated regulation of behavior, and dissociative

disorders, by definition represent the absence of such

integrated regulation. There are two broad senses in which
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dissociative disorders can represent nonintegration. Some

dissociative disorders concern a lack of integration between

behavior and experience with a sense of self. This is evident

in depersonalization symptoms and when there is amnesic

or accessibility barrier for certain event or actions. More

extreme is the issue of multiplicity, the idea of more

than one center of consciousness, expressing distinct

motivations, memories, and attributes.

Dissociative disorders thus fundamentally represent

a substantial breakdown in self-integration (Ryan et al.,

2006). Related by some to an extreme form of BPD, as

well as to severe PTSD, most clinicians and researchers

also view most dissociative disorders, and particularly

dissociative identity disorder (DID) as frequently a prod-

uct of severe maltreatment or loss (although see Lynn,

Lilienfeld, Merckelbach, Giesbrecht, & van der Kloet,

(2012) for a contrary perspective.) Dissociation represents

a protective or defensive mechanism, originally arising

to protect integrity of a self that is beset with trauma.

However, when inability to integrate experiences is chronic

or sever, fragmentation of self-functioning and increased

tendency to use dissociation to cope with threat occur

(Carlson, Yates, & Sroufe, 2011).

DID manifests as compartmentalized functioning,

in which traumatic experiences are housed in dissoci-

ated, often inharmonious, parts of personality. Yet more

distinctly, DID symptoms include alterations between dis-

tinct identity states, often accompanied by amnesic barriers

between them. Given its traumatic origins, symptoms of

DID overlap with those of both BPD post-traumatic stress

disorder. Yet DID is also commonly related to depression,

associated with both developmental deficits and helpless-

ness within the condition. In part this may be relate to

a common pattern in which, in an attempt to maintain

relatedness to an abusing or harsh caregiver, the child inter-

nalizes self-critical and self-blaming views (e.g., Westen,

1991). Low self-esteem and depressive affect thus com-

monly accompany DID and other dissociative disorders.

DID is an autonomy disturbance insofar as autonomy

requires cohesiveness and integration, and the violation of

self, especially by caregivers, can shatter integrity. The split-

ting of personality has the function of defensively shielding

the core self from pain or harm (van der Hart, Nijenhuis,

& Steele, 2006), but the shifts in identity that characterize

DID are typically not experienced as within personal con-

trol. Indeed, they have an impersonal perceived locus of

causality (Ryan et al., 2006). Depersonalization, another

symptom associated with DID, also exemplifies this sense

of impersonal causality, as if one’s body were acting inde-

pendently of one’s will. As autonomy, or self-rule, depends

on a sense of self and an internal perceived locus of

causality for behavior, it is clear that autonomy is seriously

disturbed when behavior occurs without choice or in a

dissociated state.

The perceived lack of personal causation is often part of

the despondency and depression these patients report. For

example, a patient who came to treatment for depression

and for concerns for her memory for events had manifest

symptoms of DID. She subsequently revealed repeated

sexual abuse by her father that she previously had not

reported. Images began to surface, often uncontrollably.

As memories unfolded it was also clear that she had been

repeatedly threatened if she ever told anyone, a command

she had internalized. Various parts of her story, and

emotional reactions to it, were represented by different

personality systems, each with its own age and makeup,

and its own capacity to exert executive control under

particular circumstances.

As van der Hart and colleagues (2006) pointed out,

whereas healthy personality functioning is characterized

by synthetic, coordinated functioning, the defensively

precipitated identities in DID are often very simple and

focused, and not prone toward integration or harmony

with other personality subsystems. Van der Hart et al.’s

treatment approach focuses on increasing connectivity

between split off parts of personality, using a slow process

of exposure and dialog in which compassion and under-

standing are fostered, along with encouragement to move

toward feared or avoided opportunities for self-realization,

to further promote such connectivity. Clinicians who

have worked with DID know the difficulty of the process

approach and the required patience and empathy. Often

change requires strong supports and anxiety reduction

strategies as well. Adaptation and tools for grounded

self-regulation rather than full integration is often an

appropriate goal. The goal of course is the recovery more

coherent, integrated functioning, and the resumption of

self-development to whatever extent possible.

In sum, a fundamental tenet of developmental psy-

chopathology is that the study of both normal and atypical

development should inform each other (Cicchetti, 2006;

Cicchettti & Toth, 2009). SDT’s research into basic psy-

chological needs richly links psychologies of growth with

those of pathology. Evidence shows how the psycholog-

ical nutrients that facilitate optimal development, when

neglected or thwarted can have cascading negative effects

across development. Moreover, the kind of need thwarting

a child experiences can be related to the kind of pathology

he or she manifests. We identified three types of disor-

ders reflecting different types of autonomy disturbance:
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internalizing disorders, impairments in internalization,

and self-fragmentation. Each reflects a varied way the

integrated self- regulation and ownership of actions is

disrupted, and each also has autonomy thwarting as a

featured symptomatic or etiological factor.

Translational Implications: Autonomy and Autonomy

Support in Psychotherapy and Intervention Programs

An interesting question concerns the relations between

etiological factors such as lack of autonomy, relatedness,

and competence supports in development to ameliorative

factors proposed by various treatment approaches to psy-

chological problems. It seems clear that the absence of

need-supportive inputs from caregivers can catalyze an

array of negative developmental processes, both behavioral

and biological, that eventuate in disordered functioning.

Reciprocally, in efforts to treat the immediate harms

and cascading negative effects of such social etiological

factors, SDT suggests that need supportive treatment and

intervention contexts are critical.

Ameliorating or treating existing disorders often entails

addressing need deficits both directly, by providing a need

supportive therapeutic context, and indirectly, for example

by providing people with skills or opportunities to better

satisfy needs in their natural environments. In other words,

SDT suggests therapy is, in large part, effective through

facilitating the individuals’ capacities to act with auton-

omy, and in acting so, to satisfy all three basic psychological

needs (Ryan & Deci, 2008).

Autonomy support is of course important to all schools

of psychotherapy, especially because volitional moti-

vation is so necessary to therapeutic engagement and

success. For example, Ryan, Lynch, Vansteenkiste, and

Deci (2011), reviewing approaches to psychotherapy, and

behavior change distinguished between outcome and pro-

cess focused therapies. Outcome focused approaches (e.g.,

behavioral and cognitive behavioral treatments) tend to

promote autonomy through an emphasis on transparency.

Patients are told beforehand what is expected and allowed

to select in to treatment, or not. Readiness for treatment

can also be facilitated through motivational enhancement

therapies, such as brief motivational interviewing (MI;

Miller & Rollnick, 2002) as adjuncts to outcome-focused

interventions to prepare the individual to volitionally

engage the therapy. Ryan et al. pointed out that more

process-oriented schools of therapy (e.g., psychodynamic

and existential approaches) conceive of motivation as a

focus of treatment itself rather than something that facil-

itates pre-treatment readiness. Cultivating autonomous

engagement and taking interest in resistances is in fact con-

sidered an active and ongoing focus of process-oriented

therapies.

Zuroff et al. (2007), drawing on SDT, proposed that

autonomy should be considered a common factor in all

effective psychological treatments. Supporting their pro-

posal, they reported a study of depressed outpatients who

were randomly assigned to receive interpersonal therapy,

cognitive-behavioral therapy, or pharmacotherapy with

clinical management. Assessments of depression severity

were taken before and after treatment, and therapeutic

alliance, the clients’ autonomous motivation, and thera-

pists’ autonomy support were measured at the third session

within each group. Zuroff et al. found first, as expected

by SDT that therapist autonomy support was associated

with greater client autonomous motivation. More strik-

ingly, autonomous motivation was a better predictor of

improved outcome than therapeutic alliance across all

three treatments. The researchers therefore suggested that

the promotion of autonomy is an important factor in

treatment across modalities and can be distinguished from

therapeutic alliance per se.

Given its focus on facilitating autonomous motiva-

tion, not surprisingly SDT has increasingly been used

as a guiding framework for clinical interventions and

randomized clinical trials in behavior change (Ryan,

Patrick, Deci, & Williams, 2008). In fact clinical stud-

ies applying SDT attest to the positive consequences

of autonomy-supportive treatment climates, including

higher treatment attendance, less dropout, less relapse, and

enhanced well-being over the course of treatment. Such

results have been obtained in various domains such as drug

and alcohol dependence (Foote et al., 1999; Ryan, Plant, &

O’Malley, 1995; Zeldman, Ryan, & Fiscella, 2004), weight

loss (Williams, Grow, Freedman, Ryan, & Deci, 1996),

smoking cessation (Williams, McGregor, et al., 2006),

general medication adherence (Williams, Rodin, Ryan,

Grolnick, & Deci, 1998), HIV-related medication adher-

ence (Kennedy, Gogin, & Nollen, 2004), eating disorders

(Van der Kaap-Deeder et al., 2014), and other issues.

Beyond the importance of autonomy for behavior

change is its importance in restorative self-development

and personality growth. These principles are critical both

in psychotherapy and in programs that provide support

and training for caregivers. Particularly germane to the

issue of motivation in growth-focused settings is a focus on

autonomy support, which conduces exploration, disclosure,

and integration (Weinstein, Przybylski, & Ryan, 2012).

Specific behaviors associated with autonomy support

include (1) taking the child’s or adolescent’s internal frame
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of reference and welcoming negative feelings and resis-

tance; (2) providing a meaningful rationale for requests

and activities; (3) minimizing external controls such

as contingent rewards and punishments or conditional

regard, instead nurturing inner motivational resources

(e.g., challenge, curiosity); (4) providing opportunities for

participation, input, and choice; and (5) following the

child’s rhythm of progress and development (Reeve, 2009;

Ryan & Deci, 2008). In autonomy-supportive contexts,

pressure to engage in specific behaviors or express specific

attitudes is minimized, and individuals are encouraged to

base their actions on their own reflective considerations

and values. Thus, autonomy for behavior is facilitated

insofar as actors are helped to identify and own their rea-

sons for changing or not changing behaviors, and do not

feel pressured toward specific outcomes. This in turn leads

to greater internalization and maintenance of change.

In addition to experiencing autonomy, internalization

also requires that a person experience the confidence

and competence to change. In SDT, competence support is

afforded when practitioners provide the effectance-relevant

inputs of structure and feedback (Jang, Reeve, & Deci,

2010; Sierens, Vansteenkiste, Goossens, Soenens, & Dochy,

2009). Clients are afforded the skills and tools for change

and are empathically supported when efficacy-related bar-

riers emerge. In the SDT model of change, gaining a sense

of competence is facilitated by autonomy, in that, once

people are volitionally engaged and have a high degree

of willingness to act, they are then most apt to learn and

apply new strategies and competencies (Markland et al.,

2005). At that point providing additional challenges and

structure can be especially helpful.

Finally SDT considers relatedness support as critical in

both growth and internalization processes. Unconditional

positive regard and helpful, but not intrusive, involvement

facilitate relatedness experiences, which support interest

and curiosity, as well as the trust and connectedness

important to internalization. However, unconditional

regard is not merely a technique, and it must be perceived

as authentic or genuine to have the functional significance

of relational support (Ryan, 1995).

These general principles can be actively applied in

programs to train teachers (e.g., Aelterman, et al., in press;

Cheon, Reeve, & Moon, 2012) or parents to adopt a more

need-supportive approach, as to enhance developmen-

tal outcomes and lessen psychopathology. For example,

Joussemet, Mageau, and Koestner (2013) studied an inter-

vention program called the How-to Parenting Program,

which included components meant to enhance provi-

sion of structure, greater relatedness and more support

for autonomy. Results indicated the program succeeded

in increasing these parenting attributes relative to base-

line, and moreover, the level of children’s internalizing

and externalizing symptoms were significantly decreased,

suggesting program effectiveness.

Future translational efforts must also move beyond ter-

tiary efforts at psychotherapy and behavior change, toward

more prevention, and this is a goal for which SDT’s body

of knowledge is uniquely suited. SDT, as an empirically

supported framework, points both to general facilitating

factors (e.g., psychological need satisfactions), and criteria

for testing any specific strategies for enhancing these fac-

tors (i.e., measurements of targetedmotivational mediating

variables). There is thus great promise ahead for both inter-

vention and process studies of behavior change and for cre-

ating conditions in families, schools, and communities that

build resilience through fostering capacities for autonomy.

SDT AND THE STUDY OF DEVELOPMENT

AND PSYCHOPATHOLOGY: CONCLUSIONS

AND IMPLICATIONS

Among the central aims of SDT is the explication of

the social-contextual conditions that promote optimal

development of self. Thus, we have focused considerable

attention on specifying the conditions that both facilitate

and undermine optimal development. In this way, basic

psychological needs are constructs that link SDT’s efforts

in understanding growth and positive experience, to the

study of ill-being and the development of psychopathology.

It is our contention that many of the processes that are inte-

gral to nonoptimal functioning in normal populations are

also central to various psychopathologies. Indeed, we see

continuity in the basic psychological needs for autonomy,

competence, and relatedness across people’s personality

differences, developmental epochs, and cultures, suggesting

that thwarting of these basic needs, especially when being

severe, is a critical component of psychopathology and

more normal or transitory maladjustment.

The developmental antecedents of disturbed auton-

omy are manifold, with genetic, biological, interpersonal,

and sociocultural factors all being relevant (Cicchetti &

Dawson, 2002; Ryan & Hawley, in press). Genetic and

other biological factors enter transactionally into interper-

sonal relationships, facilitating or forestalling the quality

of these social contextual inputs and thus constituting an

obstacle or affordance for experienced need satisfaction,

and cultural factors both shape and are emergent from

patterns of social and familial functioning. Our focus has
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been primarily on the social and familial factors, although

our aim was not to provide a complete account of the

development of autonomy disturbances. Rather, we have

attempted to describe the phenomenological significance

of autonomy in normal and pathological development

and to show empirically and theoretically how interper-

sonal factors contribute to the etiology of pathologically

disturbed autonomy.

Within this approach, we have viewed the development

of autonomy as proceeding most effectively in familial and

social contexts that provide autonomy support, optimal

structure, and interpersonal involvement. In the absence of

these necessary social nutrients—in contexts that thwart

satisfaction of the needs for autonomy, competence, and

relatedness—disturbed self-development is expected,

resulting in the emergence of psychopathology. Psy-

chopathology is thus the result of disorganizing influences,

of contexts that thwart or forestall personality integration.

We have reviewed a large number of studies indicating

that the development of autonomy—that is, the mainte-

nance of intrinsic motivation, the internalization of values

and regulatory processes, the integration of emotions, and

the formation of identities—is facilitated by the contextual

nutrients of caregiver attention and interest, and of encour-

agement for exploration and self-initiation. Contexts where

interpersonal involvement and autonomy support are

absent have been found reliably to diminish autonomous

regulation and impair the development of self. The con-

textual elements that have consistently been found in our

studies to impair autonomy and development—namely,

controlling or uninvolved parenting—have also been

emphasized in the clinical literature on the antecedents of

disorders that involve either heteronomous introjects or

failures of internalization. Thus, there appear to be clear

parallels between the results of the empirical explorations

of autonomy dynamics in normative development and

the conclusions from clinical studies of psychopathology.

Indeed, basic psychological needs represent constructs

linking our understanding of both growth and pathology

in self-development (Vansteenkiste & Ryan, 2013).

Future Directions

SDT focuses on the role of basic psychological needs in

both growth and pathology. What is exciting about the

convergence between SDT-grounded research results on

both healthy populations and those experiencing psycho-

pathology is that it sets the stage for more integra-

tive empirical investigations in which the concepts of

autonomy, competence, and relatedness needs figure

heavily. For example, the constructs concerning intrinsic

motivation, internalization, and autonomy-supportive

relationships all bear on clinical phenomena, and they help

us see the continuity of human needs in diverse popula-

tions. Whereas theories of internalization have been widely

discussed in developmental and clinical literatures by such

seminal writers as Freud, Mahler, Erikson, Perry, Piaget,

and Kohlberg to name a few, there has been a paucity of

empirically-based studies of the process, and little spe-

cific theory about factors that facilitate versus undermine

internalization in clinical settings. SDT’s empirical focus

provides testable hypotheses, amenable to both experimen-

tal and field methods, concerning both how to measure

internalization, and its antecedents, consequences, and

neuropsychological correlates.

More detailedwork on the antecedents of specific auton-

omy disturbances within the various disorders will also be

important. It is clear, for example, that the lack of auton-

omy support and genuine relatedness by caregivers are

antecedent to the development of a wide range of patholo-

gies (Ryan et al., 2006). Yet why an individual develops

anorexia nervosa rather than pervasive self-critical depres-

sion in familial contexts that are demanding and critical

is an example of the kinds of questions that are important

to tackle empirically, and in coordination with epigenetic

and neuroscience findings. Although failures of autonomy

support appear to supply a generalized stressor to inte-

grated development, how this differentially impacts and

interacts with varied diatheses and vulnerabilities is an

area for further inquiry. We know far too little about the

specific pathways to specific disorders, leaving the study of

factors that conduce to or elicit particular pathologies an

important agenda for continued research.

The theoretical framework of SDT specifically distin-

guishes autonomy from independence, and this distinction

is one we see as particularly critical to the field of devel-

opmental psychopathology, as well as to theories of

parenting, attachment, and development more generally.

Noting that both independence and dependence can be

either heteronomous or autonomous can help future

researchers disentangle what heretofore has been a very

mixed and confused literature on dependence across the

life span. In our view, dependence should be viewed not

only as a potential problem but also as a positive capacity.

The willingness to rely on and receive support from others

is a basic human propensity that is fostered when auton-

omy is supported (Ryan et al., 2005). Future research can

thus build on this distinction, examining more clearly the

pros and cons of dependencies in different developmental

epochs and interpersonal contexts. It can also inform
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the growing literatures on psychopathology as it relates

to gender and culture, where issues of autonomy and

independence have too often been melded and confused

(Chirkov, Ryan, & Sheldon, 2011).

More generally, we have pointed to the connections

between the development and integration of personality

and the phenomenological experience of autonomy in the

regulation of behavior. In our view, the issue of autonomy

is a critical one for organizational perspectives on develop-

mental psychopathology. The experience of autonomy is a

defining feature of organization, whereas disturbances of

autonomy that correspond to fragmentation and disorga-

nization in psychological development are also manifest as

experiences of control and amotivation. We have further

pointed to environmental conditions that either thwart or

nurture needs for autonomy, competence, and relatedness

as influential factors in development either away from or

towards greater organization and integrity, respectively.

The differentiated study of how these psychological needs,

in interaction with the biological and social conditions

of development, result in relative integration and healthy

self-regulation supplies a broad and important agenda

for future clinical research, and for the development of a

knowledge base applicable in clinical interventions.

Because of their fundamental importance in psycholog-

ical development and their pervasive expression in human

behaviors, there is clearly more to know about the nature of

basic psychological needs, their evolution, and their mech-

anistic underpinnings. Moreover, research is only nascent

regarding their dynamic interaction with physiological or

physical needs (Chen, Van Assche, Vansteenkiste, Beyers,

& Soenens, in press). Finally, there is much more research

needed about micro- and macrosocial contextual factors

impacting their satisfaction or frustration. Progress is

rapidly being made on the neuropsychological underpin-

nings of autonomous and controlled forms of motivation,

as we have reviewed. However, much of this knowledge is

still at the descriptive level and has yet to be coordinated

with genetic studies, and the differential expression of

human capacities for growth and defense over develop-

ment. For example, we know that need thwarting impacts

more than immediate experience and behavior and can

have cascading effects in multiple areas, from social adjust-

ment to executive functioning (e.g., Bernier, Carlson, &

Whipple, 2010; Vansteenkiste & Ryan, 2013). Understand-

ing how need frustrations have these arrayed effects is a

matter that will require both more refined empirical and

theoretical efforts at every level of analysis.

Developmental psychology, in fact, offers windows

into our evolved tendencies and their selective advantages

(Ryan & Hawley, in press; Tomasello, 2008). The fact

that basic psychological needs universally play a role in

healthy psychological development and wellness suggests

that further studies, both genetic and comparative, will

add to our understanding of their role in adaptation and

maladaptation. More generally, SDT has grown very

rapidly in recent years, and its body of evidence contains

studies of persons in every part of the life span. Yet there

needs to be much deeper understanding of both how need

satisfactions change over time in character and focus and

how they support developmental progressions in multiple

developmental lines.

As a universalistic, organismic perspective on develop-

ment and personality functioning SDT is also inherently

a cross-cultural psychology. Cultures, by their behavioral

norms, environmental affordances, and familial practices

differentially impact need satisfactions and frustrations.

Although the cross-cultural research in SDT has largely

focused to date on showing commonalities in effects of

satisfaction and frustration of basic needs across groups,

domains and cultures, as a maturing scientific perspective

it is also time for SDT to take closer interest in the dif-

ferences these contexts set in motion. For instance, there

may exist some cross-cultural variability in the way the

psychological needs get nurtured and satisfied (Soenens,

Vansteenkiste, & Van Petegem, in press). Along with this,

greater attention is needed on cultural differences that

enhance or undermine the adopted and internalization of

need supportive tertiary and preventive interventions.

Beyond culture we also need more empirical research on

how conditions of impoverishment and oppression at cul-

tural levels impact developmental outcomes as mediated

by need supports and thwarts. Both proximal and global

conditions affect human psychological need satisfactions,

so just as we need to coordinate the study of psychological

needs with their mechanistic underpinnings, understand-

ing the more global social conditions that affect human

wellness is critical to research that can inform policies on

child welfare, education, and the necessary social supports

to facilitate optimal development for children of all social

backgrounds. Illustratively, two recent studies demon-

strate how differences in socioeconomic status and the

presence of income inequalities negatively affect people’s

physical and mental health (Di Domenico & Fournier,

2014; Gonzales, Swanson, Lynch, & Williams, 2014).

Insofar as conditions of poverty and deprivation conduce

to psychopathology through the frustration of basic needs,

global efforts to address such conditions and to establish

greater social justice deserve our attention both as clinical

scientists and as world citizens.
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